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Press Release –  

IPGA HOSTS WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS 

AS PART OF THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES  
 

• Dr. N P Singh, Director – Indian Institute of Pulses Research says that Chickpeas have played a 

key role in the realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in 

Pulses. 

• Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl. Managing Director, NAFED says that Chickpeas will take the 

center-stage from the production and consumption side. 

• Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Economist and Agri-business Specialist says that an interesting 

competition is developing between Australia and Russia on the global chickpeas platform 

Mumbai, August 20, 2020: India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India’s 

pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 

CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 countries. The webinar extensively covered 

topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and 

Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian 

price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli 

Chana – Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like 

Dr. N.P. Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl. 

Managing Director, NAFED, Mr. Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, G P Agri, Mr. Sanjiv Dubey - Director, 

GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Mr. Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang 

International Group, UAE, Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE 

and Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India. The webinar was 

moderated by Mr. G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy Commentator and 

Agri-business Specialist.     
 

Mr. Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks said, “The recently introduced 

agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value chain participants. The 

Governments progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing private markets in 

addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers as well as the trade 

and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, processing, value 

addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to further strengthen 

our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive.” 
 

Dr. N P Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research speaking about the changed Chickpeas 

scenario over a period of time said, “Strong technology development, increased availability of quality 

seeds supported by favourable Government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in 



  

 

the country which has seen the production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 

2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha.  

Chickpeas have played a key role in the realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near 

self-sufficient in Pulses.” 

 

Dr. N P Singh further added, “Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif 

sowing of Tur, Urad and Moong this year has gone up by about 20% and this could lead to a slight 

drop in acreage for Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in 

coming time. The current requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and 

despite a buffer stock of 2 MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 

MMTs next year.” 
 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl. Managing Director, NAFED commented, “Desi Chickpeas will take the 

center-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED will have NIL chickpeas stock 

going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi chickpeas over the last three 

years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 MMT will get distributed under 

the PMGKAY programme, about 30% will go towards institutional supplies and the balance will go 

into the open market. The recent policy decisions by the Government have provided stability to the 

market with NAFED currently selling chana in the range of Rs. 4350/- quintal to Rs. 4500/- quintal as 

compared to Rs. 3,800/- to Rs. 4,000/- per quintal about three months back.” 
 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses stock position with NAFED 

stated, “We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of 

Tur and 17,000 MTs of Masoor.  
 

Mr. Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, G P Agri speaking about the domestic outlook for desi  chickpeas 

said “While there was a record seeding of desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the 

ensuing COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to 

increase by about 11% primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and increase in 

household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 

situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 

October 2020.” 
 

Mr. Sanjiv Dubey, Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia “Australia is the 2nd largest producer of 

desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two consecutive years of drought, this year the weather 

conditions are extremely favourable and we expect a production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of 

chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of 

harvest which could lead to some loss in crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does 

not import, then there will be an export surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, 

Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia 

have sold about 5% to 10% of the expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but 

they are also rather resilient to prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices 

currently are in the range of USD 475 to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot 

will also depend on the Indian market and what price levels it will accept including the import duty.” 



  

 

 

Mr. Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE speaking 

about the East African market said, “Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at a 4.10% 

CAGR. With the restrictions imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Peas import coupled with 

the fact that there are no restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC 

nation, a lot of pigeon peas farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports 

from East Africa are around 1.50 MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 

MTs. The current prices of African chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range. 
 

Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International said, “The overall available 

quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 581,000 MTs for 2020 

and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports export & 265,000 MTs 

for pan-India domestic consumption vis-à-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous year. By the end of 

January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which is extremely low on 

Pan India basis.   The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas in India while home 

based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due to the COVID 

pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 2020 for 

direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44% import duty, but what is more of concern 

is the domestic consumption.  We expect that once the domestic consumption by the HORECA 

sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will also start 

going up and it directly affect the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the prices to of 

processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs. 80/- in the Oct - Dec 2020 period subject to ease 

of lockdown and full-fledged start of HORECA sector.” 
 

Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE speaking about the 

Russian Kabuli Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario said, “Russia is a recent entrant in the global 

Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which 

has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have 

excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, 

they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but 

this year the prices are over USD 400.” 
 

Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation said, “We can see an 

extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen competition coming 

up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices differ by just about 

USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with a resistance to low prices and the capacity to 

hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-year drought 

and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to watch.” 
 

Mr. Sunil Sawla, Hon. Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks said, “This webinar was extremely 

relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends but also because of the 

uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. One of the key reasons for 

that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass procurement of chana will have a 



  

 

three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the farmers and boost production taking 

another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses.” 

About IPGA: 

India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for pulses and grains trade & industry in 

India has over 400 direct and indirect members which include individuals, corporates as well as 

Regional Pulses Traders and Processors Associations taking it’s pan-India reach to over 10,000 stake 

holders involved in the farming, processing, warehousing and import business of Pulses across the 

entire value chain. 

IPGA’s vision is to make Indian pulses and grains industry & trade globally competitive and in so 

doing, help advance India’s food and nutrition security. IPGA takes the onus of essaying a leadership 

role in the domestic agri-business and play a more proactive role in the global domain to foster 

healthy relations among Indian market participants and between India and all associates overseas. 
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18 20-Aug-20 Punjab Tribune 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

http://www.punjabtribu
ne.com/news/230047-
ipga-hosts-webinar-on-

desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series-.aspx 

19 20-Aug-20 
West Bengal 

Khabar 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.westbenga
lkhabar.in/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

20 20-Aug-20 
Vanakkam Tamil 

Nadu 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.vanakkamt
amilnadu.com/news/ipg

a-hosts-webinar-on-
desi-and-kabuli-

chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

21 20-Aug-20 UP Today 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.uptoday.n
ews/news/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

22 20-Aug-20 South India News 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.southindia
news.in/news/ipga-

hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.telanganaj
ournal.in/news/ipga-

hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 
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hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
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series20200820103313/ 

25 20-Aug-20 Punjab Live 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.punjablive.
news/news/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

26 20-Aug-20 Odisha Post 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.odishapost
.news/news/ipga-hosts-

webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

27 20-Aug-20 Northeast Times 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 
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mes.in/news/ipga-hosts-

webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

28 20-Aug-20 
Maharashtra 

Samachar 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.maharasht
rasamachar.com/news/i
pga-hosts-webinar-on-

desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

29 20-Aug-20 
Madhya Pradesh 

Chronicle 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.madhyapr
adeshchronicle.com/sea
rch/?query=IPGA+hosts+
webinar+on+Desi+and+K
abuli+chickpeas+as+part
+of+the+IPGA+Knowled

ge+Series  
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IPGA Knowledge Series 
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https://www.maharashtrasamachar.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.maharashtrasamachar.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.madhyapradeshchronicle.com/search/?query=IPGA+hosts+webinar+on+Desi+and+Kabuli+chickpeas+as+part+of+the+IPGA+Knowledge+Series
https://www.madhyapradeshchronicle.com/search/?query=IPGA+hosts+webinar+on+Desi+and+Kabuli+chickpeas+as+part+of+the+IPGA+Knowledge+Series
https://www.madhyapradeshchronicle.com/search/?query=IPGA+hosts+webinar+on+Desi+and+Kabuli+chickpeas+as+part+of+the+IPGA+Knowledge+Series
https://www.madhyapradeshchronicle.com/search/?query=IPGA+hosts+webinar+on+Desi+and+Kabuli+chickpeas+as+part+of+the+IPGA+Knowledge+Series
https://www.madhyapradeshchronicle.com/search/?query=IPGA+hosts+webinar+on+Desi+and+Kabuli+chickpeas+as+part+of+the+IPGA+Knowledge+Series
https://www.madhyapradeshchronicle.com/search/?query=IPGA+hosts+webinar+on+Desi+and+Kabuli+chickpeas+as+part+of+the+IPGA+Knowledge+Series
https://www.madhyapradeshchronicle.com/search/?query=IPGA+hosts+webinar+on+Desi+and+Kabuli+chickpeas+as+part+of+the+IPGA+Knowledge+Series


  

 

31 20-Aug-20 
Kashmir Breaking 

News 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.kashmirbre
akingnews.com/news/ip

ga-hosts-webinar-on-
desi-and-kabuli-

chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

32 20-Aug-20 Karnataka live 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.karnatakali
ve.in/news/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

33 20-Aug-20 Jharkhand Times 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.jharkhandt
imes.in/news/ipga-

hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

34 20-Aug-20 
Indian News 

Network 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.indiannew
snetwork.net/news/ipga
-hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

35 20-Aug-20 Haryana Today 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.haryanato
day.in/news/ipga-hosts-

webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

36 20-Aug-20 Gujarat Varta 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.gujaratvart
a.com/news/ipga-hosts-

webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

https://www.kashmirbreakingnews.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.kashmirbreakingnews.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.kashmirbreakingnews.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.kashmirbreakingnews.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.kashmirbreakingnews.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.kashmirbreakingnews.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.kashmirbreakingnews.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.karnatakalive.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.karnatakalive.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.karnatakalive.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.karnatakalive.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.karnatakalive.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.karnatakalive.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.karnatakalive.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.jharkhandtimes.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.jharkhandtimes.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.jharkhandtimes.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.jharkhandtimes.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.jharkhandtimes.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.jharkhandtimes.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.jharkhandtimes.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.indiannewsnetwork.net/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.indiannewsnetwork.net/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.indiannewsnetwork.net/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.indiannewsnetwork.net/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.indiannewsnetwork.net/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.indiannewsnetwork.net/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.indiannewsnetwork.net/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.haryanatoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.haryanatoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.haryanatoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.haryanatoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.haryanatoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.haryanatoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.haryanatoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.gujaratvarta.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.gujaratvarta.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.gujaratvarta.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.gujaratvarta.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.gujaratvarta.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.gujaratvarta.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.gujaratvarta.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/


  

 

37 20-Aug-20 Delhi Live News 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.delhilivene
ws.in/news/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

38 20-Aug-20 Chhattisgarh today 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.chhattisgar
htoday.in/news/ipga-

hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

39 20-Aug-20 Bihar times 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.bihartimes
.news/news/ipga-hosts-

webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

40 20-Aug-20 Bihar 24 x 7 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.bihar24x7.
com/news/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

41 20-Aug-20 
National media 

Commuique 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

http://www.nationalme
diacommunique.com/ip
ga-hosts-webinar-desi-
kabuli-chickpeas-part-

ipga-knowledge-series/ 

42 20-Aug-20 NMC News 24 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://nmcnews24.com
/2020/08/20/ipga-hosts-

webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-series/ 

https://www.delhilivenews.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.delhilivenews.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
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https://www.delhilivenews.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.chhattisgarhtoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.chhattisgarhtoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.chhattisgarhtoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.chhattisgarhtoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.chhattisgarhtoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.chhattisgarhtoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.chhattisgarhtoday.in/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihartimes.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihartimes.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihartimes.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihartimes.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihartimes.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihartimes.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihartimes.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihar24x7.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihar24x7.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihar24x7.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihar24x7.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihar24x7.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihar24x7.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
https://www.bihar24x7.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
http://www.nationalmediacommunique.com/ipga-hosts-webinar-desi-kabuli-chickpeas-part-ipga-knowledge-series/
http://www.nationalmediacommunique.com/ipga-hosts-webinar-desi-kabuli-chickpeas-part-ipga-knowledge-series/
http://www.nationalmediacommunique.com/ipga-hosts-webinar-desi-kabuli-chickpeas-part-ipga-knowledge-series/
http://www.nationalmediacommunique.com/ipga-hosts-webinar-desi-kabuli-chickpeas-part-ipga-knowledge-series/
http://www.nationalmediacommunique.com/ipga-hosts-webinar-desi-kabuli-chickpeas-part-ipga-knowledge-series/
https://nmcnews24.com/2020/08/20/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series/
https://nmcnews24.com/2020/08/20/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series/
https://nmcnews24.com/2020/08/20/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series/
https://nmcnews24.com/2020/08/20/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series/
https://nmcnews24.com/2020/08/20/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series/
https://nmcnews24.com/2020/08/20/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series/


  

 

43 20-Aug-20 Reporter Today 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

http://english.reportert
odaynews.com/indian-

institute-of-pulses-
research-says-that-

chickpeas-have-played-
a-key-role-in-the-
realization-of-the-

pulses-revolution-in-
india-making-it-near-

self-sufficient-in-pulses-
dr-n-p-singh/ 

44 20-Aug-20 
Mumbai News 

Network 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://mumbainewsnet
works.blogspot.com/202

0/08/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-

kabuli.html 

45 20-Aug-20 Top story 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

http://www.topstory.onl
ine/ipga-hosts-webinar-

on-desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series/ 

46 20-Aug-20 Hi India 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.hiindia.co
m/blog/2020/08/20/ipg

a-hosts-webinar-on-
desi-and-kabuli-

chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series/ 

47 20-Aug-20 Global Prime News 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://globalprimenews
.com/2020/08/03/india-

pulses-and-grains-
association-ipga-to-host-

the-ipga-knowledge-
series-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas/ 

48 20-Aug-20 Austrilian Tribune 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.australiam
orningtribune.com/news
/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-

desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

http://english.reportertodaynews.com/indian-institute-of-pulses-research-says-that-chickpeas-have-played-a-key-role-in-the-realization-of-the-pulses-revolution-in-india-making-it-near-self-sufficient-in-pulses-dr-n-p-singh/
http://english.reportertodaynews.com/indian-institute-of-pulses-research-says-that-chickpeas-have-played-a-key-role-in-the-realization-of-the-pulses-revolution-in-india-making-it-near-self-sufficient-in-pulses-dr-n-p-singh/
http://english.reportertodaynews.com/indian-institute-of-pulses-research-says-that-chickpeas-have-played-a-key-role-in-the-realization-of-the-pulses-revolution-in-india-making-it-near-self-sufficient-in-pulses-dr-n-p-singh/
http://english.reportertodaynews.com/indian-institute-of-pulses-research-says-that-chickpeas-have-played-a-key-role-in-the-realization-of-the-pulses-revolution-in-india-making-it-near-self-sufficient-in-pulses-dr-n-p-singh/
http://english.reportertodaynews.com/indian-institute-of-pulses-research-says-that-chickpeas-have-played-a-key-role-in-the-realization-of-the-pulses-revolution-in-india-making-it-near-self-sufficient-in-pulses-dr-n-p-singh/
http://english.reportertodaynews.com/indian-institute-of-pulses-research-says-that-chickpeas-have-played-a-key-role-in-the-realization-of-the-pulses-revolution-in-india-making-it-near-self-sufficient-in-pulses-dr-n-p-singh/
http://english.reportertodaynews.com/indian-institute-of-pulses-research-says-that-chickpeas-have-played-a-key-role-in-the-realization-of-the-pulses-revolution-in-india-making-it-near-self-sufficient-in-pulses-dr-n-p-singh/
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Birmingham all 
news network 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.birmingha
mallnewsnetwork.com/

news/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 
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British Columbia 

Times 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 
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a-hosts-webinar-on-
desi-and-kabuli-

chickpeas-as-part-of-
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IPGA Knowledge Series 
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hosts-webinar-on-desi-
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knowledge-
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Capitol Hill 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 
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hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
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IPGA Knowledge Series 
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East Asia All News 

Portal 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.eastasiaall
newsportal.com/news/i
pga-hosts-webinar-on-

desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 
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East Coast 

American News 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.eastcoasta
mericannews.com/news
/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-

desi-and-kabuli-
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57 20-Aug-20 
England News 

Portal 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 
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a-hosts-webinar-on-
desi-and-kabuli-
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European Sun 

times 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 
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-hosts-webinar-on-desi-
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IPGA Knowledge Series 
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news 
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IPGA Knowledge Series 
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61 20-Aug-20 
France Network 

Times 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.francenet
worktimes.com/news/ip

ga-hosts-webinar-on-
desi-and-kabuli-

chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

62 20-Aug-20 Japan Times Today 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.japantimes
today.com/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

63 20-Aug-20 Kuwait Times 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.kuwaittime
s.news/news/ipga-

hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

64 20-Aug-20 
London Channel 

News 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.londoncha
nnelnews.com/news/ipg

a-hosts-webinar-on-
desi-and-kabuli-

chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

65 20-Aug-20 
LA Evening 
Dispatch 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.losangeles
eveningdespatch.com/n
ews/ipga-hosts-webinar-

on-desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

66 20-Aug-20 Maldives Star Plus 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.maldivesst
arplus.com/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

https://www.francenetworktimes.com/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
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67 20-Aug-20 
Miami News 

Herald 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.miaminew
sherald.com/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

68 20-Aug-20 Middle East Times 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.middleeast
times.news/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

69 20-Aug-20 
Moutain view 

sentinel 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.mountainv
iewsentinel.com/news/i
pga-hosts-webinar-on-

desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

70 20-Aug-20 Newyork Dispatch 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.newyorkde
spatch.com/news/flame

-university-imparts-
education-to-students-
even-during-the-covid-

19-
pandemic202004011233

01/ 

71 20-Aug-20 
Richmond Evening 

News 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.richmonde
veningnews.com/news/i
pga-hosts-webinar-on-

desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

72 20-Aug-20 San Fransico Star 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.sanfrancisc
ostar.news/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 
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https://www.newyorkdespatch.com/news/flame-university-imparts-education-to-students-even-during-the-covid-19-pandemic20200401123301/
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73 20-Aug-20 South China Herald 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.southchina
herald.news/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

74 20-Aug-20 
Srilanka Island 

News 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.srilankaisla
ndnews.com/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

75 20-Aug-20 
Sydney Evening 

Post 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.sydneyeve
ningpost.com/news/ipga
-hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

76 20-Aug-20 Toronto Sun Times 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.torontosun
times.com/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

77 20-Aug-20 UAE Times 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.uaetimes.n
ews/news/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

78 20-Aug-20 USA Report 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.usareport.
news/news/ipga-hosts-
webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 
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79 20-Aug-20 US World Today 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.usworldto
day.com/news/ipga-

hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

80 20-Aug-20 Vancouver Herald 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.vancouver
herald.news/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

81 20-Aug-20 
Wall Street 

Sentinel 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.wallstreets
entinel.news/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

82 20-Aug-20 
Washington DC 

Dispatch 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.washingto
ndcdespatch.com/news/
ipga-hosts-webinar-on-

desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

83 20-Aug-20 
West Minister 

Times 

IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.westminst
ertimes.news/news/ipga
-hosts-webinar-on-desi-
and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-

part-of-the-ipga-
knowledge-

series20200820103313/ 

84 20-Aug-20 Wisconsin journal 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://www.wisconsinj
ournal.news/news/ipga-
hosts-webinar-on-desi-

and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-
part-of-the-ipga-

knowledge-
series20200820103313/ 

85 20-Aug-20 
The Western 

Producer 
Indian chickpea stocks dwindle 

https://www.producer.c
om/2020/08/indian-

chickpea-stocks-
dwindle/ 
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86 22-Aug-20 NRI News 24x7 
IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And 
Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The 

IPGA Knowledge Series 

https://nrinews24x7.co
m/ipga-hosts-webinar-

on-desi-and-kabuli-
chickpeas-as-part-of-
the-ipga-knowledge-

series/ 

87 24-Aug-20 Pune Insight 
IPGA hosts webinar on desi and 

Kabuli chickpeas 

https://www.puneinsigh
t.com/news/ipga-hosts-

webinar-on-desi-and-
kabuli-chickpeas/ 

88 24-Aug-20 Maha E News 

आयपीजीएकडून 

‘आयपीजीएनॉलेजणसरीज’चाभागम्हिू

नदेशीआणिकाबुलीचण्यांवरवेणबनारचे

आयोजन 

https://mahaenews.com
/158369/ 

89 24-Aug-20 
News Express 

Marathi 

आयपीजीएकडून 

‘आयपीजीएनॉलेजणसरीज’चाभागम्हिू

नदेशीआणिकाबुलीचण्यांवरवेणबनारचे

आयोजन 

https://newsexpressmar
athi.com/ipgadoon-ipga-

knowledge-series/ 

90 24-Aug-20 Web India News 

आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेज

णसरीजचाभागम्हिूनदेशीआणिकाबु

लीचण्यांवरवेणबनारचेआयोजन 

https://webindianews.in
/?p=5590  

91 24-Aug-20 
Reporter Today 

News 

आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेज

णसरीजचाभागम्हिूनदेशीआणिकाबु

लीचण्यांवरवेणबनारचेआयोजन 

https://www.reporterto
daynews.com/ipga-

organizes-webinar-on-
native-and-chickpeas-as-
part-of-ipga-knowledge-

series/ 

92 24-Aug-20 Saamana 

इंणडयापले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसएशन 

(आयपीजीए) 

याण ंदुस्थानातीलकडधान्यांच्याव्यापार

आणिउद्योगातीलणशखरसंस्थेनेदेशीआ

णिकाबुलीचण्यांबाबतनॉलेजणसरीजवे

णबनारचेआयोजनकेले ोते. 

https://www.saamana.c
om/ipga-webinar-on-

indian-grain/ 
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93 24-Aug-20 Batmi Super Fast 

आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेज

णसरीजचाभागम्हिूनदेशीआणिकाबु

लीचण्यांवरवेणबनारचेआयोजन 
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94 26-Aug-20 Speed News Live 
देशीआणिकाबुलीचण्यांवरवेणबनारचे

आयोजन 

https://speednewslive.c
om/?p=13314 
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IPGA to host webinar on Desi and Kabuli Chickpeas on August 14   

  

It will focus on production, procurement, sale, pricing, domestic and international market trends, 
and policies of Desi and Kabuli chickpeas    

India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India’s pulses trade and industry, will 
be hosting its SECOND WEBINAR under the ‘THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES’ on Desi and Kabuli Chana 
at 5 pm on Friday August 14, 2020. . 

IPGA has selected Chickpeas as the subject for the August 14th webinar primarily due to two 
reasons: a) The arrival of Rabi harvest in the market and b) The Hon’ble Prime Minister’s 
announcement of extending the PMGKY scheme till end of November 2020 under which close to 18 
crore households will be given 1 kg of Chana free of cost. 

India had a production of 9.94 million tons in 2018-19 and as per the 3rd Advance Estimates, the 
production for 2019-20 is expected to be 10.90 million tons. The extension of the PMGKY scheme 
will mean that NAFED will procure large quantities of Chana from the farmers at MSP and the 
forthcoming festival season is also expected to boost the demand for Chana. All these factors will 
play a role in determining the prices in the domestic and international markets. 

The August 14 webinar on Desi and Kabuli Chickpeas will extensively cover the following topics: 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling 
Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price 
outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana 
– Production and exports. 

The panellists of the August 14th webinar, to be moderated by Economist, Senior Editor and Policy 
Commentator. G Chandrashekhar boasts of industry stalwarts and domain experts like Mr. Sunil 
Kumar Singh - Addl. Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, G P Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - 
Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia,  Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang 
International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and 
Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India.  

Jitu Bheda, Chairman – IPGA speaking about Chickpeas Webinar said, “Australia, Russia, Black Sea, 
East Africa are among the key origins from where Chickpeas are imported and IPGA has invited 
experts from these regions to talk about the scenario in the respective origins as well as the impact 
they expect on Chickpeas trade on the back ground of the agri-reforms as well as the extension of 
the PMGKY scheme.” 

The Registration for the August 14 IPGA Knowledge Series webinar on Chickpeas is open and you can 
register using the link: https://forms.gle/6Ug1yJqwsnXLmBL77 

  

http://agrospectrumindia.com/news/55/1049/ipga-to-host-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-on-august-14-.html
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India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA) to host ‘The IPGA Knowledge Series’ Webinar on Desi 
and Kabuli Chickpeas 

▪ Will be held at 5 pm (IST) on August 14, 2020 
▪ To focus on production, procurement, sale, pricing, domestic and international market 

trends, and policies of Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

MUMBAI, AUGUST 03, 2020 (GPN): India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, will be hosting its SECOND WEBINAR under the ‘THE  IPGA 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES’ on DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS AT 5 PM ON FRIDAY, AUGUST 14, 2020. THE 
IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES Webinars were launched last month with a focus to discuss and analyse 
topics of critical interest to the pulses sector in India and world at large. 

IPGA has selected Chickpeas as the subject for the August 14th webinar primarily due to two reasons: 
a. The arrival of Rabi harvest in the market and b) The Hon’ble Prime Minister’s announcement of 
extending the PMGKY scheme till end of November 2020 under which close to 18 crore households 
will be given 1 kg of Chana free of cost. 

India had a production of 9.94 million tons in 2018-19 and as per the 3rd Advance Estimates, the 
production for 2019-20 is expected to be 10.90 million tons. The extension of the PMGKY scheme 
will mean that NAFED will procure large quantities of Chana from the farmers at MSP and the 
forthcoming festival season is also expected to boost the demand for Chana. All these factors will 
play a role in determining the prices in the domestic and international markets. 

The August 14 webinar on Desi and Kabuli Chickpeas will extensively cover the following topics: 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling 
Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price 
outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana 
– Production and exports. 

The panelists of the August 14th webinar, to be moderated by Economist, Senior Editor and Policy 
Commentator Mr. G Chandrashekhar boasts of industry stalwarts and domain experts like Mr. Sunil 
Kumar Singh – Addl. Managing Director, NAFED, Mr. Gaurav Bagdai – Promoter, G P Agri, Mr. 
Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Mr. Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P 
Global Group, UAE and Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India. 

Mr. Jitu Bheda, Chairman – IPGA   speaking about Chickpeas Webinar said, “Australia, Russia, Black 
Sea, East Africa are among the key origins from where Chickpeas are imported and IPGA has invited 
experts from these regions to talk about the scenario in the respective origins as well as the impact 
they expect on Chickpeas trade on the back ground of the agri-reforms as well as the extension of 
the PMGKY scheme.” 

https://globalprimenews.com/2020/08/03/india-pulses-and-grains-association-ipga-to-host-the-ipga-knowledge-series-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas/
https://globalprimenews.com/2020/08/03/india-pulses-and-grains-association-ipga-to-host-the-ipga-knowledge-series-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas/


  

 

Mr. Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA said, “India’s annual requirement for Desi chickpeas is 
around 8-9 million metric tonnes (MMT), whereas the production for 2019-20 is expected to be 
around 10.90 MMT. Additionally, NAFED has recently done a massive procurement of 21.43 Lakh 
Metric Tons of Chana to support the extension of the PMGKY scheme. This 21.43 lakh MT 
procurement of Chana will have a three-fold effect. Firstly, it will provide nutritional security to close 
to 18 crore households, secondly help provide better price realization for the farmers and boost 
production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses and thirdly it will help 
keep the price of Chana supported especially in the current situation of a bumper crop in the open 
market close to the MSP.” 

The IPGA Knowledge Series has received an overwhelming response from all key stakeholders with 
over 900 participants from across 30 countries participating in the inaugural webinar held on July 
10th, 2020. It is IPGA’s endeavour to become the knowledge hub of pulses sector and reiterate 
India’s position as the leader of the pulses trade and industry, more so because the world is 
becoming vegan. Hence its pertinent to share a detailed outlook on each topic which is crucial for 
the trade and industry. 
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India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA) to host 'The IPGA Knowledge Series' Webinar on Desi 

and Kabuli Chickpeas 

• Will be held at 5 pm (IST) on August 14, 2020 

• To focus on production, procurement, sale, pricing, domestic and international market 
trends, and policies of Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai, August 3, 2020: India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India’s 
pulses trade and industry, will be hosting its SECOND WEBINAR under the ‘THE  IPGA KNOWLEDGE 
SERIES’ on DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS AT 5 PM ON FRIDAY, AUGUST 14, 2020. THE IPGA 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES Webinars were launched last month with a focus to discuss and analyse topics 
of critical interest to the pulses sector in India and world at large. 

IPGA has selected Chickpeas as the subject for the August 14th webinar primarily due to two reasons: 
a. The arrival of Rabi harvest in the market and b) The Hon’ble Prime Minister’s announcement of 
extending the PMGKY scheme till end of November 2020 under which close to 18 crore households 
will be given 1 kg of Chana free of cost. 

India had a production of 9.94 million tons in 2018-19 and as per the 3rd Advance Estimates, the 
production for 2019-20 is expected to be 10.90 million tons. The extension of the PMGKY scheme 
will mean that NAFED will procure large quantities of Chana from the farmers at MSP and the 
forthcoming festival season is also expected to boost the demand for Chana. All these factors will 
play a role in determining the prices in the domestic and international markets. 

The August 14 webinar on Desi and Kabuli Chickpeas will extensively cover the following topics: 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling 
Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price 
outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana 
– Production and exports. 

The panelists of the August 14th webinar, to be moderated by Economist, Senior Editor and Policy 
Commentator Mr. G Chandrashekhar boasts of industry stalwarts and domain experts like Mr. Sunil 
Kumar Singh - Addl. Managing Director, NAFED, Mr. Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, G P Agri, Mr. Sanjiv 
Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Mr. Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE, Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global 
Group, UAE and Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India. 

Mr. Jitu Bheda, Chairman – IPGA speaking about Chickpeas Webinar said, “Australia, Russia, Black 
Sea, East Africa are among the key origins from where Chickpeas are imported and IPGA has invited 
experts from these regions to talk about the scenario in the respective origins as well as the impact 
they expect on Chickpeas trade on the back ground of the agri-reforms as well as the extension of 
the PMGKY scheme.” 

https://mumbainewsnetworks.blogspot.com/2020/08/india-pulses-and-grains-association.html
https://mumbainewsnetworks.blogspot.com/2020/08/india-pulses-and-grains-association.html


  

 

Mr. Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA said, “India's annual requirement for Desi chickpeas is 
around 8-9 million metric tonnes (MMT), whereas the production for 2019-20 is expected to be 
around 10.90 MMT. Additionally, NAFED has recently done a massive procurement of 21.43 Lakh 
Metric Tons of Chana to support the extension of the PMGKY scheme. This 21.43 lakh MT 
procurement of Chana will have a three-fold effect. Firstly, it will provide nutritional security to close 
to 18 crore households, secondly help provide better price realization for the farmers and boost 
production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses and thirdly it will help 
keep the price of Chana supported especially in the current situation of a bumper crop in the open 
market close to the MSP.” 

The IPGA Knowledge Series has received an overwhelming response from all key stakeholders with 
over 900 participants from across 30 countries participating in the inaugural webinar held on July 
10th, 2020. It is IPGA’s endeavour to become the knowledge hub of pulses sector and reiterate 
India’s position as the leader of the pulses trade and industry, more so because the world is 
becoming vegan. Hence its pertinent to share a detailed outlook on each topic which is crucial for 
the trade and industry. 

The Registration for the August 14 IPGA Knowledge Series webinar on Chickpeas is open and you 
can register using the link: https://forms.gle/6Ug1yJqwsnXLmBL77 

About IPGA: 

India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for pulses and grains trade & industry in 
India has over 400 direct and indirect members which include individuals, corporates as well as 
Regional Pulses Traders and Processors Associations taking it’s pan-India reach to over 10,000 stake 
holders involved in the farming, processing, warehousing and import business of Pulses across the 
entire value chain. 

IPGA’s vision is to make Indian pulses and grains industry & trade globally competitive; and in so 
doing, help advance India’s food and nutrition security. IPGA takes the onus of essaying a leadership 
role in the domestic agri-business and play a more proactive role in the global domain to foster 
healthy relations among Indian market participants and between India and all associates overseas. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

IPGA hosts webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas as part of the IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 

India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 

CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 

India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 

NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 

NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 

Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 

Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 

Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 

Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 

chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 

private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 

as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 

processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 

further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 

said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 

government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 

production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 

around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 

realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 

Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 

time. 

http://www.businessworld.in/article/IPGA-hosts-webinar-on-Desi-and-Kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-IPGA-Knowledge-Series-/20-08-2020-310830/
http://www.businessworld.in/article/IPGA-hosts-webinar-on-Desi-and-Kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-IPGA-Knowledge-Series-/20-08-2020-310830/


  

 

"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 

Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 

Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 

requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 

MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 

Singh. 

"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 

will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 

chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 

MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 

institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 

the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 

range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 

about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 

"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 

17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 

stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 

COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 

about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 

household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 

situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 

October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 

chickpeas. 

"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 

consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 

expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 

past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 

crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 

surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 

consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 

expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 

prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 

to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 

and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 

GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 



  

 

 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 

imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 

restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 

farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 

MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 

chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 

Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 

581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 

year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 

in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 

to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 

more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 

the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 

also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 

prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 

to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 

Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 

chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 

MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 

for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 

last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 

Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 

Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 

competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 

differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 

the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-

year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 

watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 



  

 

but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 

One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 

procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 

farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 

said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] 

Aug 20: India Pulses and Grains 

Association (IPGA), the nodal 

body for India's pulses trade and 

industry, hosted THE 

KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR 

ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS 

with over 850 participants from 

across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 

India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 

NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 

NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 

Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 

Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 

Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 

Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 

chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 

private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 

as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 

processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 

further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 

said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 

government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 

https://www.aninews.in/news/business/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103315/
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production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 

around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 

realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 

Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 

time. 

"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 

Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 

Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 

requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 

MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 

Singh. 

"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 

will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 

chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 

MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 

institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 

the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 

range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 

about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 

"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 

17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 

stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 

COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 

about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 

household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 

situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 

October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 

chickpeas. 

"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 

consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 

expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 

past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 

crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 

surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 

consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 

expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 

prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 



  

 

to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 

and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 

GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 

imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 

restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 

farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 

MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 

chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 

Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 

581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 

year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 

in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 

to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 

more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 

the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 

also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 

prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 

to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 

Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 

chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 

MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 

for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 

last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 

Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 

Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 

competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 

differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 

the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-

year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 



  

 

watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 

but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 

One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 

procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 

farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 

said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA hosts webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas as part of the IPGA Knowledge Series 

The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi 

and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: 
India Pulses and Grains Association 
(IPGA), the nodal body for India's pulses 
trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI 
AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics 
like Chickpeas Production: India and 
other major origins, NAFED's 
Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 

Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of 
Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - 
Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
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Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 



  

 

 
"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

 
"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

 
"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

 
IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA hosts webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas as part of the IPGA Knowledge Series 

The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and 

Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India 
Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal 
body for India's pulses trade and industry, 
hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON 
DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of  
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
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Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

 
"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 



  

 

year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

 
"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

 
IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA hosts webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas as part of the IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body 
for India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND 
KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like 
Dr NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing 
Director, NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, 
Australia, Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem 
Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the 
farmers as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more 
production, processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new 
initiatives to further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses 
globally competitive," said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP 
Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a 
period of time. 

"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage 
for Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The 
current requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer 
stock of 2 MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," 
added Dr NP Singh. 

https://www.gujaratsamachar.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
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"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of 
Desi chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 
1.50 MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the 
ensuing COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to 
increase by about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an 
increase in household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall 
demand situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by 
September / October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook 
for Desi chickpeas. 

"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an 
export surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together 
cannot consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per 
cent of the expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather 
resilient to prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the 
range of USD 475 to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on 
the Indian market and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv 
Dubey, Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 
1.50 MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of 
African chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is 
around 581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT 
for exports export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in 
the previous year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 
155,000 MTs, which is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary 
consumer of white chickpeas in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, 
the sector being shut down due to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. 



  

 

Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to 
the 44 per cent import duty, but what is more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect 
that once the domestic consumption by the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of 
lockdown norms, the demands and prices will also start going up and it directly affects the end 
stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) 
be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged 
start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International.  
"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian 
Kabulis last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 
400," said Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian 
Kabuli Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the 
prices differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low 
prices and the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming 
out of a two-year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be 
interesting to watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation.  
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market 
trends but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as 
Kabulis. One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA hosts webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas as part of the IPGA Knowledge Series 

The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and 

Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India 
Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal 
body for India's pulses trade and industry, 
hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON 
DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 

https://english.lokmat.com/business/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series/
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time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 



  

 

 
"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

 
"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

 
"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar  
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IPGA HOSTS WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS AS PART OF THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES 

▪ Dr. N P Singh, Director – Indian 
Institute of Pulses Research says that 
Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in 
India making it near self-sufficient in 
Pulses. 

▪ Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. 
Managing Director, NAFED says that 
Chickpeas will take the center-stage from 
the production and consumption side. 

▪ Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Economist 
and Agri-business Specialist says that an 
interesting competition is developing 

between Australia and Russia on the global chickpeas Platform 

MUMBAI, AUGUST 20, 2020 (GPN): India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 countries. The webinar extensively covered 
topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and 
Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian 
price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli 
Chana – Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like 
Dr. N.P. Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. 
Managing Director, NAFED, Mr. Gaurav Bagdai – Promoter, G P Agri, Mr. Sanjiv Dubey – Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Mr. Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang 
International Group, UAE, Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE 
and Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India. The webinar 
was moderated by Mr. G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy Commentator and 
Agri-business Specialist.    

Mr. Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks said, “The recently introduced 
agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value chain participants. The 
Governments progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing private markets in 
addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers as well as the trade 
and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, processing, value 
addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to further strengthen 
our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive.” 

Dr. N P Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research speaking about the changed Chickpeas 
scenario over a period of time said, “Strong technology development, increased availability of quality 
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seeds supported by favourable Government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in 
the country which has seen the production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 
2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. 
Chickpeas have played a key role in the realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near 
self-sufficient in Pulses.” 

Dr. N P Singh further added, “Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif 
sowing of Tur, Urad and Moong this year has gone up by about 20% and this could lead to a slight 
drop in acreage for Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in 
coming time. The current requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and 
despite a buffer stock of 2 MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 
MMTs next year.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. Managing Director, NAFED commented, “Desi Chickpeas will take the 
center-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED will have NIL chickpeas stock 
going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi chickpeas over the last three 
years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 MMT will get distributed under 
the PMGKAY programme, about 30% will go towards institutional supplies and the balance will go 
into the open market. The recent policy decisions by the Government have provided stability to the 
market with NAFED currently selling chana in the range of Rs. 4350/- quintal to Rs. 4500/- quintal as 
compared to Rs. 3,800/- to Rs. 4,000/- per quintal about three months back.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses stock position with NAFED 
stated, “We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of 
Tur and 17,000 MTs of Masoor. 

Mr. Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, G P Agri speaking about the domestic outlook for desi chickpeas 
said “While there was a record seeding of desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the 
ensuing COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to 
increase by about 11% primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020.” 

Mr. Sanjiv Dubey, Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia “Australia is the 2nd largest producer of 
desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two consecutive years of drought, this year the weather 
conditions are extremely favourable and we expect a production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of 
chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of 
harvest which could lead to some loss in crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does 
not import, then there will be an export surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia 
have sold about 5% to 10% of the expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but 
they are also rather resilient to prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices 
currently are in the range of USD 475 to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot 
will also depend on the Indian market and what price levels it will accept including the import duty.” 

Mr. Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE speaking 
about the East African market said, “Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at a 4.10% 



  

 

CAGR. With the restrictions imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Peas import coupled with 
the fact that there are no restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC 
nation, a lot of pigeon peas farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports 
from East Africa are around 1.50 MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 
MTs. The current prices of African chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range. 

Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International said, “The overall available 
quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 581,000 MTs for 2020 
and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports export & 265,000 MTs 
for pan-India domestic consumption vis-à-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous year. By the end of 
January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which is extremely low on 
Pan India basis.   The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas in India while home 
based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due to the COVID 
pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 2020 for 
direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44% import duty, but what is more of concern 
is the domestic consumption.  We expect that once the domestic consumption by the HORECA 
sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will also start 
going up and it directly affect the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the prices to of 
processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs. 80/- in the Oct – Dec 2020 period subject to ease 
of lockdown and full-fledged start of HORECA sector.” 

Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE speaking about the 
Russian Kabuli Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario said, “Russia is a recent entrant in the global 
Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which 
has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have 
excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, 
they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but 
this year the prices are over USD 400.” 

Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation said, “We can see an 
extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen competition coming 
up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices differ by just about 
USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with a resistance to low prices and the capacity to 
hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-year drought 
and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to watch.” 

Mr. Sunil Sawla, Hon. Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks said, “This webinar was extremely 
relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends but also because of the 
uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. One of the key reasons for 
that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass procurement of chana will have a 
three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the farmers and boost production taking 
another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses.” 
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IPGA hosts webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas as part of the IPGA Knowledge Series 

The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar  
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar  
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Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of 
Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - 
Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar  
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PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
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time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 



  

 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar  
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of 
Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - 
Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar  
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 

Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of 
Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - 
Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
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time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 



  

 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES, DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS, DR NP SINGH, SUNIL KUMAR SINGH,  

GAURAV BAGDAI, SANJIV DUBEY, JAYESH PATEL, NAVNEET SINGH CHHABRA, CEM  

BOGUSOGLU, G CHANDRASHEKHAR, SUNIL SAWLA  

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India]: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND 
KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants 
from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major 
origins, NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling 
Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana 
under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price 
outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand 

trends, India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like 
Dr NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing 
Director, NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, 
Australia, Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem 
Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the 
farmers as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more 
production, processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is  on developing new 
initiatives to further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses 
globally competitive," said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 
"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
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around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP 
Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a 
period of time. 

"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage 
for Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The 
current requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer 
stock of 2 MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," 
added Dr NP Singh. 

"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of 
Desi chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 
1.50 MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the 
ensuing COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to 
increase by about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an 
increase in household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall 
demand situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by 
September / October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook 
for Desi chickpeas. 

"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an 
export surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together 
cannot consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per 
cent of the expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather 
resilient to prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the 
range of USD 475 to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on 
the Indian market and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv 
Dubey, Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 



  

 

farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 
1.50 MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of 
African chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is 
around 581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT 
for exports export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in 
the previous year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 
155,000 MTs, which is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary 
consumer of white chickpeas in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, 
the sector being shut down due to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. 
Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to 
the 44 per cent import duty, but what is more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect 
that once the domestic consumption by the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of 
lockdown norms, the demands and prices will also start going up and it directly affects the end 
stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) 
be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged 
start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International. 
"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian 
Kabulis last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 
400," said Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian 
Kabuli Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the 
prices differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low 
prices and the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming 
out of a two-year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be 
interesting to watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation.  
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market 
trends but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as 
Kabulis. One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 
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Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's 
pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE 
SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with 
over 850 participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's 
pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE 
SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with 
over 850 participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 



  

 

export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's 
pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE 
SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with 
over 850 participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
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Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 



  

 

year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's 
pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE 
SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with 
over 850 participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
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Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 



  

 

year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with 
over 850 participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
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Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 



  

 

year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
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Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 



  

 

year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's pulses 
trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES 
WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
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Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 



  

 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's pulses 
trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES 
WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
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Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 



  

 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's pulses 
trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES 
WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
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Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 



  

 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's pulses 
trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES 
WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
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Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 



  

 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's pulses 
trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES 
WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
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Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 



  

 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's pulses 
trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES 
WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
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Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 



  

 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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IPGA hosts webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas as part of the IPGA Knowledge Series 

The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses and 
Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India's pulses 
trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES 
WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 
participants from across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED's 

Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY 
scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India's 
import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
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Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 



  

 

is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar 
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The Knowledge Series webinar on Desi and Kabuli 

chickpeas 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India's pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 

NAFED's Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 
PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India's import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana - Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr 
NP Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, 
NAFED, Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey - Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, 
Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, 
Global Head - Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree 
Sheela International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

"The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government's progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive," 
said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman - IPGA in his opening remarks. 

"Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses," said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
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"Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year," added Dr NP 
Singh. 
"Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back," commented Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
"We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor," stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

"While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020," said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
"Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty," said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

"Africa's Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea's import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range," said Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, 
Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

 
"The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 



  

 

581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector," said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

 
"Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400," said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head - Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

 
"We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch," said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 
"This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses," 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar  
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Indian Institute Of Pulses Research Says That Chickpeas Have Played A Key Role In The Realization 
Of The Pulses Revolution In India Making It Near Self-Sufficient In Pulses – Dr. N P Singh 

IPGA HOSTS WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 

CHICKPEAS AS PART OF THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE 

SERIES 

Mumbai : India Pulses and Grains Association 

(IPGA), the nodal body for India’s pulses trade and 

industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES 

WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with 

over 850 participants from across 25 countries. The webinar extensively covered topics like 

Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling 

Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price 

outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana 

– Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr. 

N.P. Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. Managing 

Director, NAFED, Mr. Gaurav Bagdai – Promoter, G P Agri, Mr. Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend 

Pty Ltd, Australia, Mr. Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, 

UAE, Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Mr. Navneet 

Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India. The webinar was moderated by Mr. G 

Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

Mr. Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks said, “The recently introduced 

agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value chain participants. The 

Governments progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing private markets in 

addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers as well as the trade 

and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, processing, value 

addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to further strengthen 

our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive.” 
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Dr. N P Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research speaking about the changed Chickpeas 

scenario over a period of time said, “Strong technology development, increased availability of quality 

seeds supported by favourable Government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in 

the country which has seen the production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 

2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas 

have played a key role in the realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-

sufficient in Pulses.” 

Dr. N P Singh further added, “Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif 

sowing of Tur, Urad and Moong this year has gone up by about 20% and this could lead to a slight 

drop in acreage for Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming 

time. The current requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a 

buffer stock of 2 MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next 

year.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. Managing Director, NAFED commented, “Desi Chickpeas will take the 

center-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED will have NIL chickpeas stock 

going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi chickpeas over the last three 

years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 MMT will get distributed under 

the PMGKAY programme, about 30% will go towards institutional supplies and the balance will go 

into the open market. The recent policy decisions by the Government have provided stability to the 

market with NAFED currently selling chana in the range of Rs. 4350/- quintal to Rs. 4500/- quintal as 

compared to Rs. 3,800/- to Rs. 4,000/- per quintal about three months back.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses stock position with NAFED 

stated, “We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of 

Tur and 17,000 MTs of Masoor. 

Mr. Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, G P Agri speaking about the domestic outlook for desi chickpeas said 

“While there was a record seeding of desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 

COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 

about 11% primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and increase in household 

consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand situation, we 

expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / October 2020.” 



  

 

Mr. Sanjiv Dubey, Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia “Australia is the 2nd largest producer of 

desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two consecutive years of drought, this year the weather 

conditions are extremely favourable and we expect a production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of 

chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of 

harvest which could lead to some loss in crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does 

not import, then there will be an export surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, 

Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia 

have sold about 5% to 10% of the expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but 

they are also rather resilient to prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices 

currently are in the range of USD 475 to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot 

will also depend on the Indian market and what price levels it will accept including the import duty.”  

Mr. Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE speaking 

about the East African market said, “Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at a 4.10% 

CAGR. With the restrictions imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Peas import coupled with 

the fact that there are no restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC 

nation, a lot of pigeon peas farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports 

from East Africa are around 1.50 MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 

MTs. The current prices of African chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range. 

Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International said, “The overall available quantity 

of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 581,000 MTs for 2020 and the 

overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports export & 265,000 MTs for 

pan-India domestic consumption vis-à-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous year. By the end of January 

2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which is extremely low on Pan 

India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas in India while home 

based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due to the COVID 

pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 2020 for 

direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44% import duty, but what is more of concern 

is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by the HORECA sector 

starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will also start going up 

and it directly affect the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the prices to of processed 

cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs. 80/- in the Oct – Dec 2020 period subject to ease of 

lockdown and full-fledged start of HORECA sector.” 



  

 

Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE speaking about the 

Russian Kabuli Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario said, “Russia is a recent entrant in the global 

Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which 

has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have 

excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, 

they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but 

this year the prices are over USD 400.” 

Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation said, “We can see an extremely 

interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen competition coming up 

between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices differ by just about USD 

100. Both have extremely strong farmers with a resistance to low prices and the capacity to hold 

stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-year drought and 

need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to watch.” 

Mr. Sunil Sawla, Hon. Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks said, “This webinar was extremely 

relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends but also because of the 

uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. One of the key reasons for 

that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass procurement of chana will have a 

three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the farmers and boost production taking 

another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses.” 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 

LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 

India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for pulses and grains trade & industry in 

India has over 400 direct and indirect members which include individuals, corporates as well as 

Regional Pulses Traders and Processors Associations taking it’s pan-India reach to over 10,000 stake 

holders involved in the farming, processing, warehousing and import business of Pulses across the 

entire value chain. 

IPGA’s vision is to make Indian pulses and grains industry & trade globally competitive and in so 

doing, help advance India’s food and nutrition security. IPGA takes the onus of essaying a leadership 

role in the domestic agri-business and play a more proactive role in the global domain to foster 

healthy relations among Indian market participants and between India and all associates overseas. 
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IPGA HOSTS WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS AS PART OF THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES 

• Dr. N P Singh, Director – Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research says that Chickpeas have 
played a key role in the realization of the Pulses 
Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient 
in Pulses. 

• Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl. Managing 
Director, NAFED says that Chickpeas will take the 
center-stage from the production and 
consumption side. 

• Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Economist and 
Agri-business Specialist says that an interesting 
competition is developing between Australia and 
Russia on the global chickpeas platform 

Mumbai, August 20, 2020: India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India’s 
pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 countries. The webinar extensively covered 
topics like Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and 
Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian 
price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli 
Chana – Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like 
Dr. N.P. Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl. 
Managing Director, NAFED, Mr. Gaurav Bagdai - Promoter, G P Agri, Mr. Sanjiv Dubey - Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Mr. Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang 
International Group, UAE, Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE 
and Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India. The webinar 
was moderated by Mr. G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy Commentator and 
Agri-business Specialist.    

Mr. Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks said, “The recently introduced 
agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value chain participants. The 
Governments progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing private markets in 
addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers as well as the trade 
and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, processing, value 
addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to further strengthen 
our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive.” 

Dr. N P Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research speaking about the changed Chickpeas 
scenario over a period of time said, “Strong technology development, increased availability of quality 
seeds supported by favourable Government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in 
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the country which has seen the production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 
2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 
Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making 
it near self-sufficient in Pulses.” 

Dr. N P Singh further added, “Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif 
sowing of Tur, Urad and Moong this year has gone up by about 20% and this could lead to a slight 
drop in acreage for Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in 
coming time. The current requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and 
despite a buffer stock of 2 MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 
MMTs next year.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh - Addl. Managing Director, NAFED commented, “Desi Chickpeas will take the 
center-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED will have NIL chickpeas stock 
going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi chickpeas over the last three 
years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 MMT will get distributed under 
the PMGKAY programme, about 30% will go towards institutional supplies and the balance will go 
into the open market. The recent policy decisions by the Government have provided stability to the 
market with NAFED currently selling chana in the range of Rs. 4350/- quintal to Rs. 4500/- quintal as 
compared to Rs. 3,800/- to Rs. 4,000/- per quintal about three months back.” 

 Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses stock position with NAFED 
stated, “We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of 
Tur and 17,000 MTs of Masoor. 

Mr. Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, G P Agri speaking about the domestic outlook for desi chickpeas 
said “While there was a record seeding of desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the 
ensuing COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to 
increase by about 11% primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020.” 

 Mr. Sanjiv Dubey, Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia “Australia is the 2nd largest producer of 
desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two consecutive years of drought, this year the weather 
conditions are extremely favourable and we expect a production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of 
chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of 
harvest which could lead to some loss in crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does 
not import, then there will be an export surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia 
have sold about 5% to 10% of the expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but 
they are also rather resilient to prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices 
currently are in the range of USD 475 to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot 
will also depend on the Indian market and what price levels it will accept including the import duty.”  

Mr. Jayesh Patel - Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE speaking 
about the East African market said, “Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at a 4.10% 
CAGR. With the restrictions imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Peas import coupled with 



  

 

the fact that there are no restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC 
nation, a lot of pigeon peas farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports 
from East Africa are around 1.50 MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 
MTs. The current prices of African chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range. 

Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International said, “The overall available 
quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 581,000 MTs for 2020 
and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports export & 265,000 MTs 
for pan-India domestic consumption vis-à-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous year. By the end of 
January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which is extremely low on 
Pan India basis.   The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas in India while home 
based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due to the COVID 
pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 2020 for 
direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44% import duty, but what is more of concern 
is the domestic consumption.  We expect that once the domestic consumption by the HORECA 
sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will also start 
going up and it directly affect the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the prices to of 
processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs. 80/- in the Oct - Dec 2020 period subject to ease 
of lockdown and full-fledged start of HORECA sector.” 

Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE speaking about the 
Russian Kabuli Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario said, “Russia is a recent entrant in the global 
Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which 
has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have 
excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, 
they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but 
this year the prices are over USD 400.” 

Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation said, “We can see an 
extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen competition coming 
up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices differ by just about 
USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with a resistance to low prices and the capacity to 
hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-year drought 
and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to watch.” 

Mr. Sunil Sawla, Hon. Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks said, “This webinar was extremely 
relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends but also because of the 
uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. One of the key reasons for 
that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass procurement of chana will have a 
three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the farmers and boost production taking 
another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses.” 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 

India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for pulses and grains trade & industry in 
India has over 400 direct and indirect members which include individuals, corporates as well as 
Regional Pulses Traders and Processors Associations taking it’s pan-India reach to over 10,000 stake 



  

 

holders involved in the farming, processing, warehousing and import business of Pulses across the 
entire value chain. 

IPGA’s vision is to make Indian pulses and grains industry & trade globally competitive and in so 
doing, help advance India’s food and nutrition security. IPGA takes the onus of essaying a leadership 
role in the domestic agri-business and play a more proactive role in the global domain to foster 
healthy relations among Indian market participants and between India and all associates overseas. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi  
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 
“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 



  

 

more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 
“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 



  

 

more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 
“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 



  

 

more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 
“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 
2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 



  

 

more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions  
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions  
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions  
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
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competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
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around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
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Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
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about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
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in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
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2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
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MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 
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expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
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Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses  
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions  
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
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India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
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CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 

https://www.westminstertimes.news/news/ipga-hosts-webinar-on-desi-and-kabuli-chickpeas-as-part-of-the-ipga-knowledge-series20200820103313/
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA Hosts Webinar On Desi And Kabuli Chickpeas As Part Of The IPGA Knowledge Series 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India] Aug 20: India Pulses 
and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for 
India’s pulses trade and industry, hosted THE 
KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI 
CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from across 25 
countries. 
The webinar extensively covered topics like 
Chickpeas Production: India and other major origins, 
NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. The panel boasted of 
industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr NP Singh, Director, 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED, Gaurav 
Bagdai – Promoter, GP Agri, Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Jayesh Patel – 
Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE, Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – 
Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela 
International, India. 

The webinar was moderated by G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy 
Commentator and Agri-business Specialist. 

“The recently introduced agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value 
chain participants. The Government’s progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing 
private markets in addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers 
as well as the trade and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, 
processing, value addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to 
further strengthen our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally 
competitive,” said Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks. 

“Strong technology development, increased availability of quality seeds supported by favourable 
government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the country which has seen the 
production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to 
around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have played a key role in the 
realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses,” said Dr NP Singh, 
Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research about the changed Chickpeas scenario over a period of 
time. 
“Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif sowing of Tur, Urad and 
Moong this year has gone up by about 20 per cent and this could lead to a slight drop in acreage for 
Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming time. The current 
requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a buffer stock of 2 
MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next year,” added Dr NP 
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Singh. 
“Desi Chickpeas will take the centre-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED 
will have NIL chickpeas stock going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi 
chickpeas over the last three years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 
MMT will get distributed under the PMGKAY programme, about 30 per cent will go towards 
institutional supplies and the balance will go into the open market. The recent policy decisions by 
the Government have provided stability to the market with NAFED currently selling chana in the 
range of Rs 4350/- quintal to Rs 4500/- quintal as compared to Rs 3,800/- to Rs 4,000/- per quintal 
about three months back,” commented Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl Managing Director, NAFED. 
“We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of Tur and 
17,000 MTs of Masoor,” stated Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses 
stock position with NAFED. 

“While there was a record seeding of Desi chickpeas in 107 lakh ha, unseasonal rain and the ensuing 
COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase by 
about 11 per cent primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY programme and an increase in 
household consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand 
situation, we expect the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / 
October 2020,” said Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, GP Agri about the domestic outlook for Desi 
chickpeas. 
“Australia is the second-largest producer of desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two 
consecutive years of drought, this year the weather conditions are extremely favourable and we 
expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the 
past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of harvest which could lead to some loss in the 
crop. However, if the production stays stable but India does not import, then there will be an export 
surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot 
consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia have sold about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the 
expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but they are also rather resilient to 
prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices currently are in the range of USD 475 
to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot will also depend on the Indian market 
and what price levels it will accept including the import duty,” said Sanjiv Dubey, Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia. 

“Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at 4.10 per cent CAGR. With the restrictions 
imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with the fact that there are no 
restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC nation, a lot of pigeon peas 
farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from East Africa are around 1.50 
MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The current prices of African 
chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range,” said Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive 
Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE about the East African market. 

“The overall available quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 
581,000 MTs for 2020 and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports 
export & 265,000 MTs for pan-India domestic consumption vis-a-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous 
year. By the end of January 2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which 
is extremely low on Pan India basis. The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas 
in India while home-based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due 
to the COVID pandemic has resulted in the fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 



  

 

2020 for direct food consumption will be negligible due to the 44 per cent import duty, but what is 
more of concern is the domestic consumption. We expect that once the domestic consumption by 
the HORECA sector starts increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will 
also start going up and it directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the 
prices to of processed cargo 42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject 
to the ease of lockdown and the full-fledged start of HORECA sector,” said Navneet Singh Chhabra, 
Director, Shree Sheela International. 

“Russia is a recent entrant in the global Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli 
chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 
MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks 
for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis 
last year was in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 but this year the prices are over USD 400,” said 
Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, GP Global Group, UAE about the Russian Kabuli 
Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario. 

“We can see an extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen 
competition coming up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices 
differ by just about USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and 
the capacity to hold stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-
year drought and need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to 
watch,” said G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation. 

“This webinar was extremely relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends 
but also because of the uptick in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. 
One of the key reasons for that being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass 
procurement of chana will have a three-fold effect on nutrition, better price realization for the 
farmers and boost production taking another step towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses,” 
said Sunil Sawla, Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks. 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020 on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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Indian chickpea stocks dwindle  

India will likely have a significant surplus of Kabuli chickpeas 

this year, as that crop is largely used by hotels and 

restaurants. | File photo 

India’s government stockpile of chickpeas is rapidly being 
depleted. 

Sunil Kumar Singh, additional managing director for NAFED, 
a government procurement and distribution agency, said it 

came into the 2020-21 crop year holding 1.5 million tonnes of the commodity. 

NAFED bought another 2.05 million tonnes from Indian farmers this year for a total supply of 3.55 
million tonnes. 

“That was a huge size for a government agency to manage,” he said during a webinar organized by 
the India Pulses and Grains Association. 

“In the last three years, NAFED has been making very, very heavy purchases,” said Singh. 

The agency bought 1.1 million tonnes last year and 2.75 million tonnes the year prior to that. 

COVID-19 put a big dent in the current stockpile as the government provided one kilogram of pulses 
per month to 19.5 million households for a three-month period between April and June 2020. 

It is following up that program by distributing one kilogram of whole chickpeas per month to India’s 
migrant laborers through November. 

Those two programs will reduce the stockpile by 1.5 million tonnes. About 30 percent of the leftover 
stocks will be distributed to India’s army and other institutions. 

The remainder will be sold on the open market resulting in no government carryout heading into the 
upcoming rabi, or winter crop. 

“It will provide stability to the market,” said Singh. 

Navneet Singh Chhabra, director of Shree Sheela International, said India began the crop year with 
200,000 tonnes of kabuli chickpeas and produced another 373,000 tonnes of the crop, which is well 
below normal. 

He expected the country will export 115,000 tonnes of kabulis and consume another 265,000 
tonnes. 

https://www.producer.com/2020/08/indian-chickpea-stocks-dwindle/
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Consumption will be well below last year’s level of 420,000 tonnes because kabulis are a premium 
product consumed in hotels, restaurants and weddings, which have all been impacted by COVID. 

“Because of this, we are expecting that consumption will be down around 35 to 40 percent,” said 
Chhabra. 

Kabuli carryout is forecast at 155,000 tonnes when the crop year ends in January, 2021. 

N.P. Singh, director of the Indian Institute of Pulses Research, said the country’s explosive growth in 
chickpea production is no anomaly. 

Production has skyrocketed to 10.9 million tonnes in 2019-20, up from 7.33 million tonnes five years 
ago, reducing the need to import Canadian yellow peas. 

“In the country we say we have a pulse revolution,” he said. 

Breeding advancements have helped chickpea production move from northern India to central and 
southern India. 

“This was a major challenge for chickpea breeders and I think we did well,” he said. 

Breeders had to create varieties better suited to the warmer climate of central and southern India. 

They were able to develop varieties that matured in 90 to 100 days and delivered yields similar to 
those grown in northern India. 

“That is how everything happened,” said Singh. 

The other big advancement has been the creation of erect varieties with pods at the top that are 
able to be harvested by machines. 

“Now the chickpeas in a large part of the country are mechanically harvested,” he said. 

Indian farmers are also able to now grow chickpeas tolerant to herbicides. 

Eventually, he wants to see all chickpea varieties containing the herbicide tolerance and 
mechanization traits. 

Breeding programs are now focusing on “super early” varieties that will mature in 85 to 90 days. 

Breeders have developed Bt chickpeas that produce a toxin that protects them from insect pests. 
Those crops are awaiting regulatory approval. 

“When they are able to see the light of day perhaps we will be able to control insects in much better 
ways than we are doing through the insecticides,” said Singh. 



  

 

Another focus is making chickpeas more nutrient and water efficient to decrease input costs. 

They also want to make chickpeas that have better traits for processors. Breeders have created a 
variety that has 25 to 26 percent protein levels, compared to 18 to 20 percent in traditional varieties. 

Singh noted there is plenty of room for demand growth in India to accommodate increased yields. 
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IPGA HOSTS WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS AS PART OF THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES 

Dr. N P Singh, Director – Indian Institute of Pulses 

Research says that Chickpeas have played a key 

role in the realization of the Pulses Revolution in 

India making it near self-sufficient in Pulses. 

• Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. Managing 
Director, NAFED says that Chickpeas will take the 
center-stage from the production and 
consumption side. 

• Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Economist and 
Agri-business Specialist says that an interesting 
competition is developing between Australia and 

Russia on the global chickpeas platform 

INDIA: India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India’s pulses trade and 
industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 
850 participants from across 25 countries. The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas 
Production: India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and Selling Policies, 
Implications of free distribution of Chana under PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of 
Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – 
Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like 
Dr. N.P. Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. 
Managing Director, NAFED, Mr. Gaurav Bagdai – Promoter, G P Agri, Mr. Sanjiv Dubey – Director, 
GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia, Mr. Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang 
International Group, UAE, Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE 
and Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India. The webinar 
was moderated by Mr. G Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy Commentator, 
and Agri-business Specialist. 

Mr. Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks said, “The recently introduced 
agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value chain participants. The 
Governments’ progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing private markets in 
addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers as well as the trade 
and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, processing, value 
addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to further strengthen 
our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive.” 

Dr. N P Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research speaking about the changed Chickpeas 
scenario over a period of time said, “Strong technology development, increased availability of quality 
seeds supported by favorable government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in the 
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country which has seen the product grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 2005-06 
(yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas have 
played a key role in the realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-sufficient in 
Pulses.” 

Dr. N P Singh further added, “Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif 
sowing of Tur, Urad, and Moong this year has gone up by about 20% and this could lead to a slight 
drop in acreage for Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in 
the coming time. The current requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT 
and despite a buffer stock of 2 MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 
MMTs next year.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. Managing Director, NAFED commented, “Desi Chickpeas will take the 
center-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED will have NIL chickpeas stock 
going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi chickpeas over the last three 
years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 MMT will get distributed under 
the PMGKAY programme, about 30% will go towards institutional supplies and the balance will go 
into the open market. The recent policy decisions by the Government have provided stability to the 
market with NAFED currently selling chana in the range of Rs. 4350/- quintal to Rs. 4500/- quintal as 
compared to Rs. 3,800/- to Rs. 4,000/- per quintal about three months back.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses stock position with NAFED 
stated, “We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of 
Tur and 17,000 MTs of Masoor. 

Mr. Gaurav Bagdai, Promoter, G P Agri speaking about the domestic outlook for desi chickpeas 
said “While there was a record seeding of desi chickpeas in 107 lakh, the unseasonal rain and the 
ensuing COVID pandemic caused a loss in yield. We expect the domestic seasonal demand to increase 
by about 11% primarily due to the extension of the PMGKAY program and an increase in household 
consumption. While the current prices are below MSP, given the overall demand situation, we expect 
the prices in the domestic market to get close to the MSP by September / October 2020.” 

Mr. Sanjiv Dubey, Director, GrainTrend Pty Ltd, Australia “Australia is the 2nd largest producer of 
desi chickpeas in the world after India. After two consecutive years of drought, this year the weather 
conditions are extremely favorable and we expect production of 750,000 to 800, 000 tons of 
chickpeas. However, like many occasions in the past, there is always the fear of frost at the time of 
harvest which could lead to some loss in the crop. However, if the production stays stable but India 
does not import, then there will be an export surplus in Australia as other countries like Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, UAE, and Nepal together cannot consume such a large quantity. Growers in Australia 
have sold about 5% to 10% of the expected crop as of now and they are under pressure to sell but 
they are also rather resilient to prices and will hold back if the prices are not good. The prices 
currently are in the range of USD 475 to USD 500 which we feel is the lowest they will go. But a lot 
will also depend on the Indian market and what price levels it will accept including the import duty.” 

Mr. Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, UAE speaking 
about the East African market said, “Africa’s Chickpeas production has been growing at a 4.10% 
CAGR. With the restrictions imposed by the Indian Government on Pigeon Pea’s import coupled with 



  

 

the fact that there are no restrictions on chickpeas imports as well as NIL import duty as an LDC 
nation, a lot of pigeon peas farmers have switched over to chickpeas. The overall pulses exports from 
East Africa are around 1.50 MMT with Chickpeas comprising of around 300,000 to 400,000 MTs. The 
current prices of African chickpeas are in the USD 580 to USD 600 range. 

Mr. Navneet Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International said, “The overall available 
quantity of all variety of white chickpeas including Kabuli chickpeas is around 581,000 MTs for 2020 
and the overall consumption is expected to be around 115,000 MT for exports export & 265,000 MTs 
for pan-India domestic consumption vis-à-vis 420,000 MTs in the previous year. By the end of January 
2021, we expect to have a carry-over stock of about 155,000 MTs, which is extremely low on Pan 
India basis.   The HORECA sector is the primary consumer of white chickpeas in India while home-
based consumption is always limited. However, the sector being shut down due to the COVID 
pandemic has resulted in a fall in consumption. Indian imports of Kabuli chickpeas in 2020 for direct 
food consumption will be negligible due to the 44% import duty, but what is more of concern is the 
domestic consumption.  We expect that once the domestic consumption by the HORECA sector starts 
increasing with the easing of lockdown norms, the demands and prices will also start going up and it 
directly affects the end stocks of 155,000 MT in Jan 2021. We expect the prices to of processed cargo 
42-44 AO (12 mm) be around Rs. 80/- in the Oct-Dec 2020 period subject to the ease of lockdown and 
the full-fledged start of HORECA sector.” 

Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE speaking about the 
Russian Kabuli Chickpeas Supply & Demand scenario said, “Russia is a recent entrant in the global 
Kabuli market. They first started production of Kabuli chickpeas in 2004 with about 5,000 MTs which 
has grown aggressively over the years to 400,000 MTs this year. However, the Russian farmers have 
excellent holding capacities and can hold stocks for more than two years. So, if the price is not right, 
they will not sell. The prices for Russian Kabulis last year were in the range of USD 370 to USD 380 
but this year the prices are over USD 400.” 

Mr. G Chandrashekhar, Moderator for the webinar, in his summation said, “We can see an 
extremely interesting situation developing on the international level with a keen competition coming 
up between Australia and Russia. Both nations have a good crop and the prices differ by just about 
USD 100. Both have extremely strong farmers with resistance to low prices and the capacity to hold 
stocks for a long time. However, the Australian farmers are coming out of a two-year drought and 
need the money. So, how the whole scenario plays out will be interesting to watch.” 

Mr. Sunil Sawla, Hon. Secretary, IPGA in his concluding remarks said, “This webinar was extremely 
relevant at this point not only to understand the current market trends but also because of the uptick 
in the local market prices of both Desi chickpeas as well as Kabulis. One of the key reasons for that 
being the negligible availability of Yellow Peas. The mass procurement of chana will have a three-fold 
effect on nutrition, better price realization for the farmers, and boost production taking another step 
towards making India Aatmanirbhar in Pulses.” 

IPGA will be hosting the next webinar in THE IPGA KNOWLEDGE SERIES on September 11, 2020, on 
LENTILS (Masoor) and will soon open the registrations for attending the webinar. 
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IPGA hosts webinar on desi and Kabuli chickpeas 

India Pulses and Grains Association (IPGA), the nodal body for India’s 

pulses trade and industry, hosted THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES WEBINAR 

ON DESI AND KABULI CHICKPEAS with over 850 participants from 

across 25 countries. 

The webinar extensively covered topics like Chickpeas Production: 
India and other major origins, NAFED’s Procurement, Stock and 
Selling Policies, Implications of free distribution of Chana under 

PMGKY scheme, Global and Indian price outlook of Chickpeas, Chana supply and demand trends, 
India’s import policy and tariff, Kabuli Chana – Production and exports. 

The panel boasted of industry stalwarts and domain experts including international speakers like Dr. 
N.P. Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. Managing 
Director, NAFED, Mr. Gaurav Bagdai – Promoter, G P Agri, Mr. Sanjiv Dubey – Director, GrainTrend 
Pty Ltd, Australia, Mr. Jayesh Patel – Group CEO & Executive Member, Bajrang International Group, 
UAE, Mr. Cem Bogusoglu, Global Head – Pulses Trading, G P Global Group, UAE and Mr. Navneet 
Singh Chhabra, Director, Shree Sheela International, India. The webinar was moderated by Mr. G 
Chandrashekhar, noted Economist, Senior Editor, Policy Commentator and Agri-business Specialist.   

Mr. Bimal Kothari, Vice Chairman – IPGA in his opening remarks said, “The recently introduced 
agriculture market reforms have enthused all the agri-commodities value chain participants. The 
Governments progressive steps to encourage contract farming, developing private markets in 
addition to the APMCs, EC Act amendments will boost the morale of the farmers as well as the trade 
and industry. IPGA is now aiming higher and working towards more production, processing, value 
addition, consumption, and trade. Our focus is on developing new initiatives to further strengthen 
our activities with the eventual aim of making Indian pulses globally competitive.” 

Dr. N P Singh, Director, Indian Institute of Pulses Research speaking about the changed Chickpeas 
scenario over a period of time said, “Strong technology development, increased availability of quality 
seeds supported by favourable Government policies have helped bring in a Chickpeas revolution in 
the country which has seen the production grow from a mere 5.60 million metric tons (MMT) in 
2005-06 (yield of 810 Kgs/Ha) to around 10.90 MMT this year with a yield of 1,067 Kgs/Ha. Chickpeas 
have played a key role in the realization of the Pulses Revolution in India making it near self-
sufficient in Pulses.” 

Dr. N P Singh further added, “Given the excellent climatic conditions and increased MSP, the Kharif 
sowing of Tur, Urad and Moong this year has gone up by about 20% and this could lead to a slight 
drop in acreage for Chickpeas. We believe that the demand for pulses is going to increase in coming 
time. The current requirement is around 28 MMT whereas the production is 24 MMT and despite a 
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buffer stock of 2 MMT, we fell that there will be a shortfall between 2.50 MMT to 5 MMTs next 
year.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh – Addl. Managing Director, NAFED commented, “Desi Chickpeas will take the 
center-stage both from the production and consumption side. NAFED will have NIL chickpeas stock 
going into the next season. We have procured large quantities of Desi chickpeas over the last three 
years and have a total stock of close to 3.55 MMT out of which 1.50 MMT will get distributed under 
the PMGKAY programme, about 30% will go towards institutional supplies and the balance will go 
into the open market. The recent policy decisions by the Government have provided stability to the 
market with NAFED currently selling chana in the range of Rs. 4350/- quintal to Rs. 4500/- quintal as 
compared to Rs. 3,800/- to Rs. 4,000/- per quintal about three months back.” 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Singh briefing the participants on the current pulses stock position with NAFED 
stated, “We are currently holding 1.84 Lakh MTs of Moong, 2.73 Lakh MTs of Urad, 8 Lakh MTs of 
Tur and 17,000 MTs of Masoor. 
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आयपीजीएकडून ‘आयपीजीएनॉलेजसिरीज’चाभागम्हणूनदेशीआसणकाबुलीचण्ाांवरवेसबनारचेआयोजन 

• डॉ. एन. पी. णसंग, संचालक- इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचचम्हितातकी, 

काबुलीचण्यांनीभारतातीलडाळीचं्याक्ांतीलाप्रत्यक्षातआििेशक्यझालेअसूनडाळीबंाबतभारतजवळपास

स्वयंपूिचझालाआ े 

• सुनीलकुमारणसंग- 

अणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालक, नाफेडम्हिालेकी, 

काबुलीचिेउत्पादनआणिवापराच्यासंदभाचतमध्यवतीस्थानपट

कावतील 

• जी. चंद्रशेखर, 

अथचतज्ञआणिकृषीउद्योगतज्ञम्हिालेकी, 

जागणतकचण्यांच्याव्यासपीठावरऑस्ट्र ेणलयाआणिरणशयायांच्या

दरम्यानएकआश्चयचकारकस्पधाचणनमाचिझालीआ े 

इंणडयापले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसएशन 

(आयपीजीए) याभारतातीलकडधान्यांच्याव्यापारआणिउद्योगा

तीलणशखरसंस्थेने देशीआणिकाबुलीचण्यांबाबतनॉलेजणसरीजवेणबनारचे आयोजनकेले ोते. 

त्यात२५देशांमधील८५०पेक्षाअणधकलोकस भागीझाले ोते. यावेणबनारमधे्यकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादन, 

भारतआणिइतरमोठ्याप्रदेशांतीलउत्पादन, नाफेडचीखरेदी, साठविुकीचीआणिणवक्ीचीधोरिे, 

चण्याचेपीएमजीकेवाययोजनेअंतगचतमोफतणवतरिाचेपररिाम, 

काबुलीचण्यांच्याजागणतकआणिभारतीयणकमतीचंादृष्टीकोन, चण्याचीणनयाचतआणिमागिीचेस्वरूप, 

भारताचेआयातधोरिआणिदरपत्रक, काबुलीचिा- उत्पादनआणिणनयाचतइत्यादीणवषयांवरचचाचकरण्यातआली. 

याचचाचसत्रातस भागीझालेल्याणदग्गजवक्त्ांमधे्यउद्योगातीलआघाडीचेमान्यवरआणियाके्षत्रांतीलतज्ञ ोते. 

त्यातआंतरराष्टर ीयवके्तजसेडॉ. एन. पी. णसंग, संचालक, इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचच, श्री. 

सुनीलकुमारणसंग- अणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालक, नाफेड, श्री. गौरवबगडाई- प्रवतचक, जीपीएग्री, संजीवदुबे-

 संचालक, गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., ऑस्ट्र ेणलया, श्री. जयेशपटेल- समू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्य, 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएई,  केमबोगुसोगू्ल- जागणतकप्रमुख- पले्ससटर ेणडंग, जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईआणि श्री. 

नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा- संचालक, शीलाइंटरनॅशनल, इंणडयाइत्यादीचंासमावेश ोता. यावेणबनारचेसूत्रसंचालन जी. 

चंद्रशेखर, ख्यातनामअथचतज्ञ, जे्यष्ठसंपादक, धोरिप्रवके्तआणिकृषीव्यवसायतज्ञयांनीकेले.  

आयपीजीएचेउपाध्यक्षणवमलकोठारी यांनीआपल्याप्रस्तावनेतसांणगतलेकी, ”अलीकडेचअंमलातआलेल्याकृषीबाजा

रपेठसुधारिांमधूनसवचकृषीउत्पादनमूल्यसाखळीस भागीमंधे्यउत्सा आिलाआ े. 

कंत्राटीशेतीलाप्रोत्सा नदेिे,एपीएमसीबरोबरचखासगीबाजारपेठांचाणवकास, 

ईसीकायदादुरूस्तीयांच्याबाबतसरकारच्याप्रगतीशीलपावलांमुळेशेतकरीतसेचव्यापारआणिउद्योगांचाउत्सा वाढी

सलागेल. आताआयपीजीएअणधकाणधकउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, मूल्यवधचन, 

वापरआणिव्यापारयांच्याबाबतमोठेलक्ष्यठेवूनकामकरतआ े. 

आमचेलक्षभारतीयकडधाने्यजागणतकपातळीवरस्पधाचत्मकबनवण्यासाठीआमच्याउपक्मांनाअणधकशन्स्टक्तशालीब

नवण्याचेआ े, जेिेकरूनभारतीयकडधाने्यजगभरातस्पधाचत्मक ोतील.” 
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इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचचचेसंचालकडॉ. एन. पी. 

णसंग मागीलका ीकालावधीतचण्यांच्यापररन्स्टस्थतीतीलबदलाबाबतसांगतानाम्हिालेकी, उत्तमतंत्रज्ञानणवकास, 

दजेदारणबयाण्यांचीवाढीवउपलब्धताआणित्याचबरोबरसुयोग्यसरकारीधोरिेयांच्यामुळेदेशातचण्यांचीक्ांतीघडून

आलीआ े. वषच२००५-२००६मधीलउत्पादन५.६०दशलक्षमेणटरकटनांवरून (एमएमटी) 

(प्रणत ेक्टर८१०णकलोउत्पादन)पासूनयावषीते१०.९०एमएमटीवरयेऊन ेउत्पादनप्रणत ेक्टर१,०६७णकलोगॅ्रम झाले

असल्याच्याबाबीवरून ेणदसूनयेते. 

भारतातीलकडधान्याच्याक्ांतीतचण्यांनीएकम त्त्वाचीभूणमकाबजावलीअसूनभारतकडधान्यांबाबतजवळपासस्वयं

पूिचझालाआ े.”डॉ. एन. पी. णसंगपुढेम्हिाले, “उत्तम वामानाचीपररन्स्टस्थतीआणिवाढीवएमएसपीमुळे, तूर, 

उडीदआणिमूगयांच्यायावषाचतीलखरीपणपकाच्याउत्पादनात२०टक्कक्यांनीवाढझालीआ ेआणित्यामुळेचण्यांच्याएकरे

जमधे्यथोडीशीघट ोण्याचीशक्यताआ े. आमचाणवश्वासआ ेकी, कडधान्यांचीमागिीआगामीकाळातवाढिारआ े. 

सध्याचीमागिी२८एमएमटीअसूनउत्पादनसध्या२४एमएमटीआ ेआणि२एमएमटीच्याबफरसाठाअसताना ीआम्हा

लाजािवलेकी, पुढीलवषच२.५०एमएमटीते५एमएमटीपयंततुटवडाजािवूशकतो.” 

नाफेडचेअणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालकश्री 

सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी,“देशीचिेउत्पादनआणिवापराच्याबाबतीतकें द्रस्थानीयेतील. 

नाफेडकडेपुढील ंगामातजातअसतानाचण्यांचाशून्यसाठाअसेल. 

आम्हीमागीलतीनवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरदेशीचण्यांचासाठाघेतलाआ ेआणिआमच्याकडेएकूि३.५५एमएमटीचासा

ठाआ े. त्यातील१.५०एमएमटीचेणवतरिपीएमजीकेएवायकायचक्माअंतगचतकेलेजाईल, 

सुमारे३०टके्कसंस्थात्मकपुरवठ्यासाठीजाईलआणिउवचररतसाठाखुल्याबाजारपेठेतजाईल. 

सरकारच्याअलीकडीलधोरिणनिचयांमुळेबाजारालास्थैयचयेिारआ े. तीनमण न्यांपूवीप्रणतन्स्टवंटल३८००/- ते४०००/- 

रूपयेन्स्टवंटललाणवकतअसलेलाचिासध्यानाफेडप्रणतन्स्टवंटल४३५०/- ते४५००/- रूपयेन्स्टवंटलनेणवकतआ े.” 

नाफेडसोबतसध्याच्याकडधान्यांच्यासाठ्याबाबतस भागीनंामाण तीदेतानाश्री. सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी, 

आपल्याकडेसध्या१.८४लाखमेणटरकटनमूग, २.७३लाखमेणटरकटनउडीद, 

८लाखमेणटरकटनतूरआणि१७,०००मेणटरकटनमसूरसाठाआ े. 

देशीचण्याबाबतदेशांतगचतदृष्टीकोनासंदभाचतसांगतानाजीपीएग्रीचेप्रवतचकश्री. 

गौरवबागडाईम्हिाले, “देशीचण्यांचीलागवडणवक्मीम्हिजे१०७लाख ेक्टरवरझाली ोती. परंतु, 

अवकाळीपाऊसआणिकोणवडच्याजागणतकसाथीमुळेउत्पादनातघटझाली. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

देशांतगचत ंगामीमागिी११टक्कक्यांनीवाढेलआणित्याचेकारिप्रामुख्यानेपीएमजीकेएवायचाणवस्तारवघरगुतीवापराती

लवाढ ेआ े. 

सध्याच्याणकमतीएमएसपीपेक्षाकमीअसल्यातरीएकूिचमागिीचीन्स्टस्थतीपा तादेशांतगचतबाजारपेठेतीलकमतीसप्टेंब

र-ऑक्टोबर२०२०पयंतएमएसपीच्याजवळपासजातीलअसाअंदाजआ े.” 

गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., 

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचेसंचालकसंजीवदुबेम्हिाले, “भारतानंतरदेशीचण्याच्यासवाचणधकउत्पादनातऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचाजगातदुसरा

क्मांकलागतो. 

सलगदोनवषेदुष्काळपडल्यानंतरयंदाच्यावषी वामाचीन्स्टस्थतीचांगलीआ ेआणिआम्हालासुमारे७५०,०००ते८००,००

०टनचण्याचेउत्पादन ोईलअशीअपेक्षाआ े. तथाणप, 

मागीलअनेकवषांमधे्यअनुभवलेल्यापररन्स्टस्थतीनुसारसुगीच्याकालावधीतगारणपटीचीशक्यताअसतेआणित्यामुळेणप

काचेका ीप्रमािातनुकसान ोऊशकते. तथाणप, उत्पादनन्स्टस्थरराण लेआणिभारतानेआयातकेलीना ीतरपाणकस्तान, 

बांग्लादेश, 

यूएईवनेपाळएवढ्यामोठ्याप्रमािावरएकणत्रतउत्पादनखरेदीकरूशकतनसल्यामुळेणनयाचतीपेक्षाअणतररक्तउत्पादन

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातराहूशकते. 

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातीलउत्पादकांनीआतापयंत५ते१०टके्कअपेणक्षतपीकणवकलेआ ेआणित्यांच्यावरणवक्ीचातािआ े. 



  

 

परंतुतेणकमतीबाबततगधरूशकतातआणिचांगलीणकंमतणमळालीना ीतरतेउत्पादनराखून ीठेवूशकतात. 

सध्याच्याणकमती४७५यूएसडीते५००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ ेत. त्याआमच्यामतेयापेक्षाखालीत्याजािारना ीत. 

परंतु, बरेचसेभारतीयबाजारपेठेवरआणिआयातशुल्कास तेणकतीणकमतीवरस्वीकारतीलयावरअवलंबूनआ े.” 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएईचेसमू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्यश्री. 

जयेशपटेलयांनीपूवचआणिकनबाजारपेठेबाबतसांणगतलेकी, “आणिकेतीलचण्याचेउत्पादन४.१०टके्कसीएजीआरने

वाढतआ े. 

भारतीयसरकारनेपीजनपीजच्याआयातीवंरलादलेल्याणनबंधांचातसेचचण्यांच्याआयातीवरकोिता ीणनबंधना ीआ

णिएलडीसीराष्टरम्हिूनजवळपासशून्यआयातशुल्कयांचाणवचारकरतापीजनपीजच्याअनेकउत्पादकशेतकऱयांनीच

ण्यांचेउत्पादनकरण्याचाणनिचयघेतलाआ े. 

पूवचआणिकेकडूनएकूिकडधान्यांचीणनयाचत१.५०एमएमटीअसूनत्यातकाबुलीचण्यांचीणनयाचत३००,०००ते४००,०००ए

मटीआ े. आणिकनचण्यांचीसध्याचीणकंमत५८०अमेररकनडॉलसचते६००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ े.” 

नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा, संचालक, शीलाइंटरनॅशनलम्हिाले, “णवणवधप्रकारच्यापांढरेचण्यांच्याणवणवधजाती, 

काबुलीचण्यांस एकूिउपलब्धतापा ताती२०२०साठीसुमारे५८१,०००एमटीआ ेआणिएकूिवापरणनयाचतीसाठीसु

मारे११५,०००एमटीआणिभारतभरातीलदेशांतगचतवापरासाठी२६५,०००एमटीआ े, 

जेमागीलवषी४२०,०००एमटी ोते. 

जानेवारी२०२१च्याशेवटापयंतआमच्याकडे१५५,०००एमटीइतकासाठाअसेलजोसंपूिचभारताच्यातुलनेतखूपकमीआ

 े. 

भारतात ॉपेकाके्षत्र ेप्रामुख्यानेपांढऱयाचण्यांचावापरकरिारेआ ेआणियेथीलघरगुतीवापरकायमचमयाचणदतआ े. 

तथाणप,  ेके्षत्रकोणवडच्यासाथीमुळेबंदअसल्यामुळेयेथीलवापरातप्रचंडघटझालीआ े. 

थेटअन्नम्हिूनवापरण्यासाठीकाबुलीचण्यांची२०२०मधीलभारतीयआयात४४टके्कआयातशुल्कामुळेजवळपासनग

ण्यअसेल, परंतुघरगुतीवापरअतं्यतकाळजीचाणवषयआ े. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

लॉकडाऊनचेणनकषणशणथलकरतअसताना ोसेकाके्षत्रातीलघरगुतीवापरवाढूलागल्यावरमागिीवणकमती ीवाढूलाग

तीलआणित्याचाथेटप्रभावजानेवारी२०२१मधे्य१५५,०००एमटीवरपडेल. 

आम्हालाप्रोसेसकेलेल्याकागोच्याणकमती४२-४४एओ (१२एमएम) ऑक्टोबर-णडसेंबर२०२०पयंत८०/- 

रूपयेअसतीलअशीअपेक्षाआ ेआणित्याचेकारिलॉकडाऊनमधीलणशणथलताआणि ोसेकाके्षत्राचीसंपूिचपिेसुरूवा

त ेअसेल.” 

जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, 

यूएईचेपले्ससटर ेणडंगचेजागणतकप्रमुखसेमबोगुसोगलू रणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांचापुरवठाआणिमागिीच्यान्स्टस्थतीबाबतबो

लतानाम्हिालेकी,”जागणतककाबुलीचण्यांच्याके्षत्रातरणशयानेनुकताचप्रवेशकेलाआ े. 

त्यांनीकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादनवषच२००४मध्येसुमारे५०००मेणटरकटनांपासूनसुरूकेले. 

तेमागीलका ीवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरवाढलेअसूनयावषी४००,०००मेणटरकटनांपयंतगेलेआ े. तथाणप, 

रणशयनशेतकऱयांचीराखूनठेवण्याचीक्षमताचांगलीआ ेआणितेदोनवषांपेक्षाअणधककाळसाठाराखूनठेवूशकतात. 

त्यामुळेणकंमतचांगलीनसेलतरतेणवकिारना ीत. 

मागीलवषीरणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांच्याणकमती३७०ते३८०यूएसडीच्याघरात ोत्या. 

परंतुयावषीणकमती४००यूएसडीपेक्षाअणधकअसतील.” 

वेणबनारचेसंयोजकजी. 

चंद्रशेखरयांनी आपल्याशेवटच्याभाषिातसांणगतले, ”आंतरराष्टर ीयपातळीवरआपल्यालाएकअतं्यतस्वारस्यपूिचन्स्टस्थ

तीणदसतअसूनऑस्ट्र ेणलयाआणिरणशयायांच्यादरम्यानमोठीस्पधाचलागल्याचेणदसते. 

यादोन्हीदेशांनीणपकेचांगलीघेतलीअसूनत्यांच्याणकमतीतफक्त१००यूएसडीचाफरकआ े. 



  

 

यादोघांकडे ीचांगलेशेतकरीआ ेतआणितेकमीणकमतीबंाबतथांबूशकतातआणिदीघचकाळसाठारोखूशकतात. 

तथाणप, ऑस्ट्र ेणलयनशेतकरीदोनवषांच्यादुष्काळातूनबा ेरयेतअसूनत्यांनापैशांचीगरजआ े. 

त्यामुळेएकूिपररन्स्टस्थतीकशीअसेल ेपा िेस्वारस्यपूिचअसेल.” 

आयजीपीएचेमा. 

सणचवसुनीलसावलायांनीआपल्यासारांशरूपीभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, ” ावेणबनारयाटप्प्यावरअतं्यतसुसंगत ोता. 

त्याचेकारिम्हिजेसध्याचीबाजारातीलन्स्टस्थतीसमजूनघेिेचना ीतरदेशीचिेआणिकाबुलीचिेयांच्यास्थाणनकबाजार

पेठेतीलणकमती ीसमजूनघेिे ीअतं्यतम त्त्वाचे ोते. 

त्यातीलएकम त्त्वाचेम्हिजेणपवळ्याचण्यांचीजवळपासनसलेलीउपलब्धता ोय.चण्याचेमोठ्याप्रमािावरउत्पादनके

ल्यामुळेत्याचेपोषि, 

शेतकऱयांसाठीचांगलीणकंमतदेिेआणिउत्पादनालाचालनादेतअसतानाकडधान्याबाबतभारतालाआत्मणनभचरबनव

ण्यासाठीआिखीएकपाऊलपुढेटाकिेअसेणत ेरीफायदे ोतील.” 

आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेजणसरीजमधीलपुढीलवेणबनारचेआयोजन११सप्टेंबर२०२०रोजीलेंणटल्स (मसूर) 

याणवषयावरआयोणजतकेलाजाईलआणिलवकरचयावेणबनारच्याउपन्स्टस्थतीसाठीनोदंिीसुरूकरण्यातयेईल. 

आयपीजीएसवषयी : 

भारतातीलडाळीआणिधान्यव्यापारवततं्सबंधीउद्योगांचीमध्यवतीसंस्थाअसलेल्याइंणडयानपले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसए

शनचे (आयपीजीए) ४००हूनअणधकथेटवअप्रत्यक्षसभासदआ ेत, ज्यांतव्यक्ती, 

कॉपोरेट्सतसेचस्थाणनकडाळव्यापारीआणिप्रोसेससचच्यासंघटनांचासमावेशआ े. 

यासदस्यांच्यामाध्यमातून ीसंघटनाडाळीचेंउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, 

धान्यसाठविूकआणिआयातउद्योगअशासंपूिचमूल्यसाखळीचाभागअसलेल्या१०,०००लाभाथींशीजोडलीगेलीआ े. 

भारतीयडाळीआणिधान्यउद्योगवव्यापारजागणतकस्तरावरीलस्पधेतणटकूनरा ण्याससक्षमबनावा, 

व ेधे्ययसाध्यकरतानाभारताच्याअन्नवपोषिसुरके्षला ीबळणमळावे ेआयपीजीएचेलक्ष्यआ े. 

आयपीजीएस्थाणनककृषी- व्यापारके्षत्रामधे्यनेतृत्वाचीभूणमकासाकारण्याचीव  

भारतीयबाजारपेठेतस भागीघटकांमधे्यतसेचभारतवत्यांच्यापरदेशातीलस का-

यांमधे्यसुदृढनातेसंबंधांचीजोपासनाकरण्यासाठीजागणतकस्तरावरअणधकसणक्यभूणमकाणनभावण्याचीजबाबदारीआ

यपीजीएनेआपल्याणशरावरघेतलीआ े. 
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देशीआसणकाबुलीचण्ाांवरवेसबनारचेआयोजन 

 डॉ. एन. पी. णसंग, संचालक- 

इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचचम्हितातकी, 

काबुलीचण्यांनीभारतातीलडाळीचं्याक्ांतीलाप्रत्यक्षातआििे

शक्यझालेअसूनडाळीबंाबतभारतजवळपासस्वयंपूिचझालाआ

 े· श्री. सुनीलकुमारणसंग- अणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालक, 

नाफेडम्हिालेकी, 

काबुलीचिेउत्पादनआणिवापराच्यासंदभाचतमध्यवतीस्थानपट

कावतील 

 श्री. जी. चंद्रशेखर, अथचतज्ञआणिकृषीउद्योगतज्ञम्हिालेकी, 

जागणतकचण्यांच्याव्यासपीठावरऑस्ट्र ेणलयाआणिरणशयायांच्यादरम्यानएकआश्चयचकारकस्पधाचणनमाचिझालीआ े 

इंणडयापले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसएशन(आयपीजीए) 

याभारतातीलकडधान्यांच्याव्यापारआणिउद्योगातीलणशखरसंस्थेनेदेशीआणिकाबुलीचण्यांबाबतनॉलेजणसरीजवेणब

नारचेआयोजनकेले ोते. त्यात२५देशांमधील८५०पेक्षाअणधकलोकस भागीझाले ोते. 

यावेणबनारमधे्यकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादन, भारतआणिइतरमोठ्याप्रदेशांतीलउत्पादन, नाफेडचीखरेदी, 

साठविुकीचीआणिणवक्ीचीधोरिे, चण्याचेपीएमजीकेवाययोजनेअंतगचतमोफतणवतरिाचेपररिाम, 

काबुलीचण्यांच्याजागणतकआणिभारतीयणकमतीचंादृष्टीकोन, चण्याचीणनयाचतआणिमागिीचेस्वरूप, 

भारताचेआयातधोरिआणिदरपत्रक, काबुलीचिा- उत्पादनआणिणनयाचतइत्यादीणवषयांवरचचाचकरण्यातआली. 

याचचाचसत्रातस भागीझालेल्याणदग्गजवक्त्ांमधे्यउद्योगातीलआघाडीचेमान्यवरआणियाके्षत्रांतीलतज्ञ ोते. 

त्यातआंतरराष्टर ीयवके्तजसेडॉ. एन. पी. णसंग, संचालक, इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचच, श्री. 

सुनीलकुमारणसंग- अणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालक, नाफेड, श्री. गौरवबगडाई- प्रवतचक, जीपीएग्री, श्री. 

संजीवदुबे- संचालक, गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., ऑस्ट्र ेणलया, श्री. जयेशपटेल- समू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्य, 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएई, श्री. केमबोगुसोगू्ल- जागणतकप्रमुख- पले्ससटर ेणडंग, जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईआणिश्री. 

नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा- संचालक, श्रीशीलाइंटरनॅशनल, इंणडयाइत्यादीचंासमावेश ोता. यावेणबनारचेसूत्रसंचालनश्री. जी. 

चंद्रशेखर, ख्यातनामअथचतज्ञ, जे्यष्ठसंपादक, धोरिप्रवके्तआणिकृषीव्यवसायतज्ञयांनीकेले. 

https://webindianews.in/?p=5590


  

 

आयपीजीएचेउपाध्यक्षश्री. णवमलकोठारीयांनीआपल्याप्रस्तावनेतसांणगतलेकी, 

”अलीकडेचअंमलातआलेल्याकृषीबाजारपेठसुधारिांमधूनसवचकृषीउत्पादनमूल्यसाखळीस भागीमंधे्यउत्सा आ

िलाआ े. कंत्राटीशेतीलाप्रोत्सा नदेिे,एपीएमसीबरोबरचखासगीबाजारपेठांचाणवकास, 

ईसीकायदादुरूस्तीयांच्याबाबतसरकारच्याप्रगतीशीलपावलांमुळेशेतकरीतसेचव्यापारआणिउद्योगांचाउत्सा वाढी

सलागेल. आताआयपीजीएअणधकाणधकउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, मूल्यवधचन, 

वापरआणिव्यापारयांच्याबाबतमोठेलक्ष्यठेवूनकामकरतआ े. 

आमचेलक्षभारतीयकडधाने्यजागणतकपातळीवरस्पधाचत्मकबनवण्यासाठीआमच्याउपक्मांनाअणधकशन्स्टक्तशालीब

नवण्याचेआ े, जेिेकरूनभारतीयकडधाने्यजगभरातस्पधाचत्मक ोतील.” 

इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचचचेसंचालकडॉ. एन. पी. 

णसंगमागीलका ीकालावधीतचण्यांच्यापररन्स्टस्थतीतीलबदलाबाबतसांगतानाम्हिालेकी, उत्तमतंत्रज्ञानणवकास, 

दजेदारणबयाण्यांचीवाढीवउपलब्धताआणित्याचबरोबरसुयोग्यसरकारीधोरिेयांच्यामुळेदेशातचण्यांचीक्ांतीघडून

आलीआ े. वषच२००५-२००६मधीलउत्पादन५.६०दशलक्षमेणटरकटनांवरून (एमएमटी) 

(प्रणत ेक्टर८१०णकलोउत्पादन)पासूनयावषीते१०.९०एमएमटीवरयेऊन ेउत्पादनप्रणत ेक्टर१,०६७णकलोगॅ्रमझालेअ

सल्याच्याबाबीवरून ेणदसूनयेते. 

भारतातीलकडधान्याच्याक्ांतीतचण्यांनीएकम त्त्वाचीभूणमकाबजावलीअसूनभारतकडधान्यांबाबतजवळपासस्वयं

पूिचझालाआ े.” 

डॉ. एन. पी. णसंगपुढेम्हिालेकी, “उत्तम वामानाचीपररन्स्टस्थतीआणिवाढीवएमएसपीमुळे, तूर, 

उडीदआणिमूगयांच्यायावषाचतीलखरीपणपकाच्याउत्पादनात२०टक्कक्यांनीवाढझालीआ ेआणित्यामुळेचण्यांच्याएकरे

जमधे्यथोडीशीघट ोण्याचीशक्यताआ े. आमचाणवश्वासआ ेकी, कडधान्यांचीमागिीआगामीकाळातवाढिारआ े. 

सध्याचीमागिी२८एमएमटीअसूनउत्पादनसध्या२४एमएमटीआ ेआणि२एमएमटीच्याबफरसाठाअसताना ीआम्हा

लाजािवलेकी, पुढीलवषच२.५०एमएमटीते५एमएमटीपयंततुटवडाजािवूशकतो.” 

नाफेडचेअणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालकश्री. 

सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी,“देशीचिेउत्पादनआणिवापराच्याबाबतीतकें द्रस्थानीयेतील. 

नाफेडकडेपुढील ंगामातजातअसतानाचण्यांचाशून्यसाठाअसेल. 

आम्हीमागीलतीनवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरदेशीचण्यांचासाठाघेतलाआ ेआणिआमच्याकडेएकूि३.५५एमएमटीचासा

ठाआ े. त्यातील१.५०एमएमटीचेणवतरिपीएमजीकेएवायकायचक्माअंतगचतकेलेजाईल, 

सुमारे३०टके्कसंस्थात्मकपुरवठ्यासाठीजाईलआणिउवचररतसाठाखुल्याबाजारपेठेतजाईल. 

सरकारच्याअलीकडीलधोरिणनिचयांमुळेबाजारालास्थैयचयेिारआ े. तीनमण न्यांपूवीप्रणतन्स्टवंटल३८००/- ते४०००/- 

रूपयेन्स्टवंटललाणवकतअसलेलाचिासध्यानाफेडप्रणतन्स्टवंटल४३५०/- ते४५००/- रूपयेन्स्टवंटलनेणवकतआ े.” 

नाफेडसोबतसध्याच्याकडधान्यांच्यासाठ्याबाबतस भागीनंामाण तीदेतानाश्री. सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी, 

आपल्याकडेसध्या१.८४लाखमेणटरकटनमूग, २.७३लाखमेणटरकटनउडीद, 

८लाखमेणटरकटनतूरआणि१७,०००मेणटरकटनमसूरसाठाआ े. 



  

 

देशीचण्याबाबतदेशांतगचतदृष्टीकोनासंदभाचतसांगतानाजीपीएग्रीचेप्रवतचकश्री. गौरवबागडाईम्हिालेकी, 

“देशीचण्यांचीलागवडणवक्मीम्हिजे१०७लाख ेक्टरवरझाली ोती. परंतु, 

अवकाळीपाऊसआणिकोणवडच्याजागणतकसाथीमुळेउत्पादनातघटझाली. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

देशांतगचत ंगामीमागिी११टक्कक्यांनीवाढेलआणित्याचेकारिप्रामुख्यानेपीएमजीकेएवायचाणवस्तारवघरगुतीवापराती

लवाढ ेआ े. 

सध्याच्याणकमतीएमएसपीपेक्षाकमीअसल्यातरीएकूिचमागिीचीन्स्टस्थतीपा तादेशांतगचतबाजारपेठेतीलकमतीसप्टेंब

र-ऑक्टोबर२०२०पयंतएमएसपीच्याजवळपासजातीलअसाअंदाजआ े.” 

गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., ऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचेसंचालकश्री. संजीवदुबेम्हिालेकी, 

“भारतानंतरदेशीचण्याच्यासवाचणधकउत्पादनातऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचाजगातदुसराक्मांकलागतो. 

सलगदोनवषेदुष्काळपडल्यानंतरयंदाच्यावषी वामाचीन्स्टस्थतीचांगलीआ ेआणिआम्हालासुमारे७५०,०००ते८००,००

०टनचण्याचेउत्पादन ोईलअशीअपेक्षाआ े. तथाणप, 

मागीलअनेकवषांमधे्यअनुभवलेल्यापररन्स्टस्थतीनुसारसुगीच्याकालावधीतगारणपटीचीशक्यताअसतेआणित्यामुळेणप

काचेका ीप्रमािातनुकसान ोऊशकते. तथाणप, उत्पादनन्स्टस्थरराण लेआणिभारतानेआयातकेलीना ीतरपाणकस्तान, 

बांग्लादेश, 

यूएईवनेपाळएवढ्यामोठ्याप्रमािावरएकणत्रतउत्पादनखरेदीकरूशकतनसल्यामुळेणनयाचतीपेक्षाअणतररक्तउत्पादन

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातराहूशकते. 

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातीलउत्पादकांनीआतापयंत५ते१०टके्कअपेणक्षतपीकणवकलेआ ेआणित्यांच्यावरणवक्ीचातािआ े. 

परंतुतेणकमतीबाबततगधरूशकतातआणिचांगलीणकंमतणमळालीना ीतरतेउत्पादनराखून ीठेवूशकतात. 

सध्याच्याणकमती४७५यूएसडीते५००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ ेत. त्याआमच्यामतेयापेक्षाखालीत्याजािारना ीत. 

परंतु, बरेचसेभारतीयबाजारपेठेवरआणिआयातशुल्कास तेणकतीणकमतीवरस्वीकारतीलयावरअवलंबूनआ े.” 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएईचेसमू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्यश्री. 

जयेशपटेलयांनीपूवचआणिकनबाजारपेठेबाबतसांणगतलेकी, 

“आणिकेतीलचण्याचेउत्पादन४.१०टके्कसीएजीआरनेवाढतआ े. 

भारतीयसरकारनेपीजनपीजच्याआयातीवंरलादलेल्याणनबंधांचातसेचचण्यांच्याआयातीवरकोिता ीणनबंधना ीआ

णिएलडीसीराष्टरम्हिूनजवळपासशून्यआयातशुल्कयांचाणवचारकरतापीजनपीजच्याअनेकउत्पादकशेतकऱयांनीच

ण्यांचेउत्पादनकरण्याचाणनिचयघेतलाआ े. 

पूवचआणिकेकडूनएकूिकडधान्यांचीणनयाचत१.५०एमएमटीअसूनत्यातकाबुलीचण्यांचीणनयाचत३००,०००ते४००,०००ए

मटीआ े. आणिकनचण्यांचीसध्याचीणकंमत५८०अमेररकनडॉलसचते६००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ े.” 



  

 

श्री. नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा, संचालक, श्रीशीलाइंटरनॅशनलम्हिालेकी, “णवणवधप्रकारच्यापांढरेचण्यांच्याणवणवधजाती, 

काबुलीचण्यांस एकूिउपलब्धतापा ताती२०२०साठीसुमारे५८१,०००एमटीआ ेआणिएकूिवापरणनयाचतीसाठीसु

मारे११५,०००एमटीआणिभारतभरातीलदेशांतगचतवापरासाठी२६५,०००एमटीआ े, 

जेमागीलवषी४२०,०००एमटी ोते. 

जानेवारी२०२१च्याशेवटापयंतआमच्याकडे१५५,०००एमटीइतकासाठाअसेलजोसंपूिचभारताच्यातुलनेतखूपकमीआ

 े. 

भारतात ॉपेकाके्षत्र ेप्रामुख्यानेपांढऱयाचण्यांचावापरकरिारेआ ेआणियेथीलघरगुतीवापरकायमचमयाचणदतआ े. 

तथाणप,  ेके्षत्रकोणवडच्यासाथीमुळेबंदअसल्यामुळेयेथीलवापरातप्रचंडघटझालीआ े. 

थेटअन्नम्हिूनवापरण्यासाठीकाबुलीचण्यांची२०२०मधीलभारतीयआयात४४टके्कआयातशुल्कामुळेजवळपासनग

ण्यअसेल, परंतुघरगुतीवापरअतं्यतकाळजीचाणवषयआ े. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

लॉकडाऊनचेणनकषणशणथलकरतअसताना ोसेकाके्षत्रातीलघरगुतीवापरवाढूलागल्यावरमागिीवणकमती ीवाढूलाग

तीलआणित्याचाथेटप्रभावजानेवारी२०२१मधे्य१५५,०००एमटीवरपडेल. 

आम्हालाप्रोसेसकेलेल्याकागोच्याणकमती४२-४४एओ (१२एमएम) ऑक्टोबर-णडसेंबर२०२०पयंत८०/- 

रूपयेअसतीलअशीअपेक्षाआ ेआणित्याचेकारिलॉकडाऊनमधीलणशणथलताआणि ोसेकाके्षत्राचीसंपूिचपिेसुरूवा

त ेअसेल.” 

जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईचेपले्ससटर ेणडंगचेजागणतकप्रमुखश्री. 

सेमबोगुसोगलूरणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांचापुरवठाआणिमागिीच्यान्स्टस्थतीबाबतबोलतानाम्हिालेकी,”जागणतककाबुली

चण्यांच्याके्षत्रातरणशयानेनुकताचप्रवेशकेलाआ े. 

त्यांनीकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादनवषच२००४मध्येसुमारे५०००मेणटरकटनांपासूनसुरूकेले. 

तेमागीलका ीवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरवाढलेअसूनयावषी४००,०००मेणटरकटनांपयंतगेलेआ े. तथाणप, 

रणशयनशेतकऱयांचीराखूनठेवण्याचीक्षमताचांगलीआ ेआणितेदोनवषांपेक्षाअणधककाळसाठाराखूनठेवूशकतात. 

त्यामुळेणकंमतचांगलीनसेलतरतेणवकिारना ीत. 

मागीलवषीरणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांच्याणकमती३७०ते३८०यूएसडीच्याघरात ोत्या. 

परंतुयावषीणकमती४००यूएसडीपेक्षाअणधकअसतील.” 

वेणबनारचेसंयोजकश्री. जी. चंद्रशेखरयांनीआपल्याशेवटच्याभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, 

”आंतरराष्टर ीयपातळीवरआपल्यालाएकअतं्यतस्वारस्यपूिचन्स्टस्थतीणदसतअसूनऑस्ट्र ेणलयाआणिरणशयायांच्यादरम्यान

मोठीस्पधाचलागल्याचेणदसते. 

यादोन्हीदेशांनीणपकेचांगलीघेतलीअसूनत्यांच्याणकमतीतफक्त१००यूएसडीचाफरकआ े. 

यादोघांकडे ीचांगलेशेतकरीआ ेतआणितेकमीणकमतीबंाबतथांबूशकतातआणिदीघचकाळसाठारोखूशकतात. 

तथाणप, ऑस्ट्र ेणलयनशेतकरीदोनवषांच्यादुष्काळातूनबा ेरयेतअसूनत्यांनापैशांचीगरजआ े. 

त्यामुळेएकूिपररन्स्टस्थतीकशीअसेल ेपा िेस्वारस्यपूिचअसेल.” 



  

 

आयजीपीएचेमा. सणचवश्री. सुनीलसावलायांनीआपल्यासारांशरूपीभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, 

” ावेणबनारयाटप्प्यावरअतं्यतसुसंगत ोता. 

त्याचेकारिम्हिजेसध्याचीबाजारातीलन्स्टस्थतीसमजूनघेिेचना ीतरदेशीचिेआणिकाबुलीचिेयांच्यास्थाणनकबाजार

पेठेतीलणकमती ीसमजूनघेिे ीअतं्यतम त्त्वाचे ोते. 

त्यातीलएकम त्त्वाचेम्हिजेणपवळ्याचण्यांचीजवळपासनसलेलीउपलब्धता ोय.चण्याचेमोठ्याप्रमािावरउत्पादनके

ल्यामुळेत्याचेपोषि, 

शेतकऱयांसाठीचांगलीणकंमतदेिेआणिउत्पादनालाचालनादेतअसतानाकडधान्याबाबतभारतालाआत्मणनभचरबनव

ण्यासाठीआिखीएकपाऊलपुढेटाकिेअसेणत ेरीफायदे ोतील.” 

आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेजणसरीजमधीलपुढीलवेणबनारचेआयोजन११सप्टेंबर२०२०रोजीलेंणटल्स (मसूर) 

याणवषयावरआयोणजतकेलाजाईलआणिलवकरचयावेणबनारच्याउपन्स्टस्थतीसाठीनोदंिीसुरूकरण्यातयेईल. 

आयपीजीएणवषयी : 

भारतातीलडाळीआणिधान्यव्यापारवततं्सबंधीउद्योगांचीमध्यवतीसंस्थाअसलेल्याइंणडयानपले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसए

शनचे (आयपीजीए) ४००हूनअणधकथेटवअप्रत्यक्षसभासदआ ेत, ज्यांतव्यक्ती, 

कॉपोरेट्सतसेचस्थाणनकडाळव्यापारीआणिप्रोसेससचच्यासंघटनांचासमावेशआ े. 

यासदस्यांच्यामाध्यमातून ीसंघटनाडाळीचेंउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, 

धान्यसाठविूकआणिआयातउद्योगअशासंपूिचमूल्यसाखळीचाभागअसलेल्या१०,०००लाभाथींशीजोडलीगेलीआ े. 

भारतीयडाळीआणिधान्यउद्योगवव्यापारजागणतकस्तरावरीलस्पधेतणटकूनरा ण्याससक्षमबनावा, 

व ेधे्ययसाध्यकरतानाभारताच्याअन्नवपोषिसुरके्षला ीबळणमळावे ेआयपीजीएचेलक्ष्यआ े. 

आयपीजीएस्थाणनककृषी- 

व्यापारके्षत्रामधे्यनेतृत्वाचीभूणमकासाकारण्याचीवभारतीयबाजारपेठेतस भागीघटकांमधे्यतसेचभारतवत्यांच्यापरदे

शातीलस का-

यांमधे्यसुदृढनातेसंबंधांचीजोपासनाकरण्यासाठीजागणतकस्तरावरअणधकसणक्यभूणमकाणनभावण्याचीजबाबदारीआ

यपीजीएनेआपल्याणशरावरघेतलीआ े. 
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इंणडयापले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसएशन (आयपीजीए) 

याभारतातीलकडधान्यांच्याव्यापारआणिउद्योगातीलणशखरसं

स्थेनेदेशीआणिकाबुलीचण्यांबाबतनॉलेजणसरीजवेणबनारचेआ

योजनकेले ोते. 

त्यात२५देशांमधील८५०पेक्षाअणधकलोकस भागीझाले ोते. 

यावेणबनारमधे्यकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादन, भारतआणिइतरमोठ्याप्रदेशांतीलउत्पादन, नाफेडचीखरेदी, 

साठविुकीचीआणिणवक्ीचीधोरिे, चण्याचेपीएमजीकेवाययोजनेअंतगचतमोफतणवतरिाचेपररिाम, 

काबुलीचण्यांच्याजागणतकआणिभारतीयणकमतीचंादृष्टीकोन, चण्याचीणनयाचतआणिमागिीचेस्वरूप, 

भारताचेआयातधोरिआणिदरपत्रक, काबुलीचिा- उत्पादनआणिणनयाचतइत्यादीणवषयांवरचचाचकरण्यातआली. 

याचचाचसत्रातस भागीझालेल्याणदग्गजवक्त्ांमधे्यउद्योगातीलआघाडीचेमान्यवरआणियाके्षत्रांतीलतज्ञ ोते. 

त्यातआंतरराष्टर ीयवके्तजसेडॉ. एन. पी. णसंग, संचालक, इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचच, श्री. 

सुनीलकुमारणसंग- अणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालक, नाफेड, श्री. गौरवबगडाई- प्रवतचक, जीपीएग्री, श्री. 

संजीवदुबे- संचालक, गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., ऑस्ट्र ेणलया, श्री. जयेशपटेल- समू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्य, 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएई, श्री. केमबोगुसोगू्ल- जागणतकप्रमुख- पले्ससटर ेणडंग, जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईआणि श्री. 

नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा- संचालक, श्रीशीलाइंटरनॅशनल, इंणडयाइत्यादीचंासमावेश ोता. यावेणबनारचेसूत्रसंचालन श्री. जी. 

चंद्रशेखर, ख्यातनामअथचतज्ञ, जे्यष्ठसंपादक, धोरिप्रवके्तआणिकृषीव्यवसायतज्ञयांनीकेले. 

आयपीजीएचेउपाध्यक्षश्री. 

णवमलकोठारी यांनीआपल्याप्रस्तावनेतसांणगतलेकी, ”अलीकडेचअंमलातआलेल्याकृषीबाजारपेठसुधारिांमधूनसवच

कृषीउत्पादनमूल्यसाखळीस भागीमंधे्यउत्सा आिलाआ े. 

कंत्राटीशेतीलाप्रोत्सा नदेिे,एपीएमसीबरोबरचखासगीबाजारपेठांचाणवकास, 

ईसीकायदादुरूस्तीयांच्याबाबतसरकारच्याप्रगतीशीलपावलांमुळेशेतकरीतसेचव्यापारआणिउद्योगांचाउत्सा वाढी

सलागेल. आताआयपीजीएअणधकाणधकउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, मूल्यवधचन, 

वापरआणिव्यापारयांच्याबाबतमोठेलक्ष्यठेवूनकामकरतआ े. 

आमचेलक्षभारतीयकडधाने्यजागणतकपातळीवरस्पधाचत्मकबनवण्यासाठीआमच्याउपक्मांनाअणधकशन्स्टक्तशालीब

नवण्याचेआ े, जेिेकरूनभारतीयकडधाने्यजगभरातस्पधाचत्मक ोतील.” 
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इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचचचेसंचालकडॉ. एन. पी. 

णसंग मागीलका ीकालावधीतचण्यांच्यापररन्स्टस्थतीतीलबदलाबाबतसांगतानाम्हिालेकी, उत्तमतंत्रज्ञानणवकास, 

दजेदारणबयाण्यांचीवाढीवउपलब्धताआणित्याचबरोबरसुयोग्यसरकारीधोरिेयांच्यामुळेदेशातचण्यांचीक्ांतीघडून

आलीआ े. वषच२००५-२००६मधीलउत्पादन५.६०दशलक्षमेणटरकटनांवरून (एमएमटी) 

(प्रणत ेक्टर८१०णकलोउत्पादन)पासूनयावषीते१०.९०एमएमटीवरयेऊन ेउत्पादनप्रणत ेक्टर१,०६७णकलोगॅ्रम झाले

असल्याच्याबाबीवरून ेणदसूनयेते. 

भारतातीलकडधान्याच्याक्ांतीतचण्यांनीएकम त्त्वाचीभूणमकाबजावलीअसूनभारतकडधान्यांबाबतजवळपासस्वयं

पूिचझालाआ े.” 

डॉ. एन. पी. णसंगपुढेम्हिालेकी, “उत्तम वामानाचीपररन्स्टस्थतीआणिवाढीवएमएसपीमुळे, तूर, 

उडीदआणिमूगयांच्यायावषाचतीलखरीपणपकाच्याउत्पादनात२०टक्कक्यांनीवाढझालीआ ेआणित्यामुळेचण्यांच्याएकरे

जमधे्यथोडीशीघट ोण्याचीशक्यताआ े. आमचाणवश्वासआ ेकी, कडधान्यांचीमागिीआगामीकाळातवाढिारआ े. 

सध्याचीमागिी२८एमएमटीअसूनउत्पादनसध्या२४एमएमटीआ ेआणि२एमएमटीच्याबफरसाठाअसताना ीआम्हा

लाजािवलेकी, पुढीलवषच२.५०एमएमटीते५एमएमटीपयंततुटवडाजािवूशकतो.” 

नाफेडचेअणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालकश्री. 

सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी,“देशीचिेउत्पादनआणिवापराच्याबाबतीतकें द्रस्थानीयेतील. 

नाफेडकडेपुढील ंगामातजातअसतानाचण्यांचाशून्यसाठाअसेल. 

आम्हीमागीलतीनवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरदेशीचण्यांचासाठाघेतलाआ ेआणिआमच्याकडेएकूि३.५५एमएमटीचासा

ठाआ े. त्यातील१.५०एमएमटीचेणवतरिपीएमजीकेएवायकायचक्माअंतगचतकेलेजाईल, 

सुमारे३०टके्कसंस्थात्मकपुरवठ्यासाठीजाईलआणिउवचररतसाठाखुल्याबाजारपेठेतजाईल. 

सरकारच्याअलीकडीलधोरिणनिचयांमुळेबाजारालास्थैयचयेिारआ े. तीनमण न्यांपूवीप्रणतन्स्टवंटल३८००/- ते४०००/- 

रूपयेन्स्टवंटललाणवकतअसलेलाचिासध्यानाफेडप्रणतन्स्टवंटल४३५०/- ते४५००/- रूपयेन्स्टवंटलनेणवकतआ े.” 

नाफेडसोबतसध्याच्याकडधान्यांच्यासाठ्याबाबतस भागीनंामाण तीदेतानाश्री. सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी, 

आपल्याकडेसध्या१.८४लाखमेणटरकटनमूग, २.७३लाखमेणटरकटनउडीद, 

८लाखमेणटरकटनतूरआणि१७,०००मेणटरकटनमसूरसाठाआ े. 

देशीचण्याबाबतदेशांतगचतदृष्टीकोनासंदभाचतसांगतानाजीपीएग्रीचेप्रवतचकश्री. 

गौरवबागडाईम्हिालेकी, “देशीचण्यांचीलागवडणवक्मीम्हिजे१०७लाख ेक्टरवरझाली ोती. परंतु, 

अवकाळीपाऊसआणिकोणवडच्याजागणतकसाथीमुळेउत्पादनातघटझाली. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

देशांतगचत ंगामीमागिी११टक्कक्यांनीवाढेलआणित्याचेकारिप्रामुख्यानेपीएमजीकेएवायचाणवस्तारवघरगुतीवापराती

लवाढ ेआ े. 

सध्याच्याणकमतीएमएसपीपेक्षाकमीअसल्यातरीएकूिचमागिीचीन्स्टस्थतीपा तादेशांतगचतबाजारपेठेतीलकमतीसप्टेंब

र-ऑक्टोबर२०२०पयंतएमएसपीच्याजवळपासजातीलअसाअंदाजआ े.” 

गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., ऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचेसंचालकश्री. 

संजीवदुबेम्हिालेकी, “भारतानंतरदेशीचण्याच्यासवाचणधकउत्पादनातऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचाजगातदुसराक्मांकलागतो. 



  

 

सलगदोनवषेदुष्काळपडल्यानंतरयंदाच्यावषी वामाचीन्स्टस्थतीचांगलीआ ेआणिआम्हालासुमारे७५०,०००ते८००,००

०टनचण्याचेउत्पादन ोईलअशीअपेक्षाआ े. तथाणप, 

मागीलअनेकवषांमधे्यअनुभवलेल्यापररन्स्टस्थतीनुसारसुगीच्याकालावधीतगारणपटीचीशक्यताअसतेआणित्यामुळेणप

काचेका ीप्रमािातनुकसान ोऊशकते. तथाणप, उत्पादनन्स्टस्थरराण लेआणिभारतानेआयातकेलीना ीतरपाणकस्तान, 

बांग्लादेश, 

यूएईवनेपाळएवढ्यामोठ्याप्रमािावरएकणत्रतउत्पादनखरेदीकरूशकतनसल्यामुळेणनयाचतीपेक्षाअणतररक्तउत्पादन

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातराहूशकते. 

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातीलउत्पादकांनीआतापयंत५ते१०टके्कअपेणक्षतपीकणवकलेआ ेआणित्यांच्यावरणवक्ीचातािआ े. 

परंतुतेणकमतीबाबततगधरूशकतातआणिचांगलीणकंमतणमळालीना ीतरतेउत्पादनराखून ीठेवूशकतात. 

सध्याच्याणकमती४७५यूएसडीते५००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ ेत. त्याआमच्यामतेयापेक्षाखालीत्याजािारना ीत. 

परंतु, बरेचसेभारतीयबाजारपेठेवरआणिआयातशुल्कास तेणकतीणकमतीवरस्वीकारतीलयावरअवलंबूनआ े.” 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएईचेसमू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्यश्री. 

जयेशपटेलयांनीपूवचआणिकनबाजारपेठेबाबतसांणगतलेकी, “आणिकेतीलचण्याचेउत्पादन४.१०टके्कसीएजीआरने

वाढतआ े. 

भारतीयसरकारनेपीजनपीजच्याआयातीवंरलादलेल्याणनबंधांचातसेचचण्यांच्याआयातीवरकोिता ीणनबंधना ीआ

णिएलडीसीराष्टरम्हिूनजवळपासशून्यआयातशुल्कयांचाणवचारकरतापीजनपीजच्याअनेकउत्पादकशेतकऱयांनीच

ण्यांचेउत्पादनकरण्याचाणनिचयघेतलाआ े. 

पूवचआणिकेकडूनएकूिकडधान्यांचीणनयाचत१.५०एमएमटीअसूनत्यातकाबुलीचण्यांचीणनयाचत३००,०००ते४००,०००ए

मटीआ े. आणिकनचण्यांचीसध्याचीणकंमत५८०अमेररकनडॉलसचते६००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ े.” 

 

श्री. नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा, संचालक, श्रीशीलाइंटरनॅशनलम्हिालेकी, “णवणवधप्रकारच्यापांढरेचण्यांच्याणवणवधजाती, 

काबुलीचण्यांस एकूिउपलब्धतापा ताती२०२०साठीसुमारे५८१,०००एमटीआ ेआणिएकूिवापरणनयाचतीसाठीसु

मारे११५,०००एमटीआणिभारतभरातीलदेशांतगचतवापरासाठी२६५,०००एमटीआ े, 

जेमागीलवषी४२०,०००एमटी ोते. 

जानेवारी२०२१च्याशेवटापयंतआमच्याकडे१५५,०००एमटीइतकासाठाअसेलजोसंपूिचभारताच्यातुलनेतखूपकमीआ

 े. 

भारतात ॉपेकाके्षत्र ेप्रामुख्यानेपांढऱयाचण्यांचावापरकरिारेआ ेआणियेथीलघरगुतीवापरकायमचमयाचणदतआ े. 

तथाणप,  ेके्षत्रकोणवडच्यासाथीमुळेबंदअसल्यामुळेयेथीलवापरातप्रचंडघटझालीआ े. 

थेटअन्नम्हिूनवापरण्यासाठीकाबुलीचण्यांची२०२०मधीलभारतीयआयात४४टके्कआयातशुल्कामुळेजवळपासनग

ण्यअसेल, परंतुघरगुतीवापरअतं्यतकाळजीचाणवषयआ े. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

लॉकडाऊनचेणनकषणशणथलकरतअसताना ोसेकाके्षत्रातीलघरगुतीवापरवाढूलागल्यावरमागिीवणकमती ीवाढूलाग

तीलआणित्याचाथेटप्रभावजानेवारी२०२१मधे्य१५५,०००एमटीवरपडेल. 

आम्हालाप्रोसेसकेलेल्याकागोच्याणकमती४२-४४एओ (१२एमएम) ऑक्टोबर-णडसेंबर२०२०पयंत८०/- 



  

 

रूपयेअसतीलअशीअपेक्षाआ ेआणित्याचेकारिलॉकडाऊनमधीलणशणथलताआणि ोसेकाके्षत्राचीसंपूिचपिेसुरूवा

त ेअसेल.” 

जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईचेपले्ससटर ेणडंगचेजागणतकप्रमुखश्री. 

सेमबोगुसोगलू रणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांचापुरवठाआणिमागिीच्यान्स्टस्थतीबाबतबोलतानाम्हिालेकी,”जागणतककाबुली

चण्यांच्याके्षत्रातरणशयानेनुकताचप्रवेशकेलाआ े. 

त्यांनीकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादनवषच२००४मध्येसुमारे५०००मेणटरकटनांपासूनसुरूकेले. 

तेमागीलका ीवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरवाढलेअसूनयावषी४००,०००मेणटरकटनांपयंतगेलेआ े. तथाणप, 

रणशयनशेतकऱयांचीराखूनठेवण्याचीक्षमताचांगलीआ ेआणितेदोनवषांपेक्षाअणधककाळसाठाराखूनठेवूशकतात. 

त्यामुळेणकंमतचांगलीनसेलतरतेणवकिारना ीत. 

मागीलवषीरणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांच्याणकमती३७०ते३८०यूएसडीच्याघरात ोत्या. 

परंतुयावषीणकमती४००यूएसडीपेक्षाअणधकअसतील.” 

वेणबनारचेसंयोजकश्री. जी. 

चंद्रशेखरयांनी आपल्याशेवटच्याभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, ”आंतरराष्टर ीयपातळीवरआपल्यालाएकअतं्यतस्वारस्यपूिच

न्स्टस्थतीणदसतअसूनऑस्ट्र ेणलयाआणिरणशयायांच्यादरम्यानमोठीस्पधाचलागल्याचेणदसते. 

यादोन्हीदेशांनीणपकेचांगलीघेतलीअसूनत्यांच्याणकमतीतफक्त१००यूएसडीचाफरकआ े. 

यादोघांकडे ीचांगलेशेतकरीआ ेतआणितेकमीणकमतीबंाबतथांबूशकतातआणिदीघचकाळसाठारोखूशकतात. 

तथाणप, ऑस्ट्र ेणलयनशेतकरीदोनवषांच्यादुष्काळातूनबा ेरयेतअसूनत्यांनापैशांचीगरजआ े. 

त्यामुळेएकूिपररन्स्टस्थतीकशीअसेल ेपा िेस्वारस्यपूिचअसेल.” 

आयजीपीएचेमा. सणचवश्री. 

सुनीलसावलायांनीआपल्यासारांशरूपीभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, ” ावेणबनारयाटप्प्यावरअतं्यतसुसंगत ोता. 

त्याचेकारिम्हिजेसध्याचीबाजारातीलन्स्टस्थतीसमजूनघेिेचना ीतरदेशीचिेआणिकाबुलीचिेयांच्यास्थाणनकबाजार

पेठेतीलणकमती ीसमजूनघेिे ीअतं्यतम त्त्वाचे ोते. 

त्यातीलएकम त्त्वाचेम्हिजेणपवळ्याचण्यांचीजवळपासनसलेलीउपलब्धता ोय.चण्याचेमोठ्याप्रमािावरउत्पादनके

ल्यामुळेत्याचेपोषि, 

शेतकऱयांसाठीचांगलीणकंमतदेिेआणिउत्पादनालाचालनादेतअसतानाकडधान्याबाबतभारतालाआत्मणनभचरबनव

ण्यासाठीआिखीएकपाऊलपुढेटाकिेअसेणत ेरीफायदे ोतील.” 

आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेजणसरीजमधीलपुढीलवेणबनारचेआयोजन११सप्टेंबर२०२०रोजीलेंणटल्स (मसूर) 

याणवषयावरआयोणजतकेलाजाईलआणिलवकरचयावेणबनारच्याउपन्स्टस्थतीसाठीनोदंिीसुरूकरण्यातयेईल. 

आयपीजीएणवषयी : 

भारतातीलडाळीआणिधान्यव्यापारवततं्सबंधीउद्योगांचीमध्यवतीसंस्थाअसलेल्याइंणडयानपले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसए

शनचे (आयपीजीए) ४००हूनअणधकथेटवअप्रत्यक्षसभासदआ ेत, ज्यांतव्यक्ती, 

कॉपोरेट्सतसेचस्थाणनकडाळव्यापारीआणिप्रोसेससचच्यासंघटनांचासमावेशआ े. 



  

 

यासदस्यांच्यामाध्यमातून ीसंघटनाडाळीचेंउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, 

धान्यसाठविूकआणिआयातउद्योगअशासंपूिचमूल्यसाखळीचाभागअसलेल्या१०,०००लाभाथींशीजोडलीगेलीआ े. 

भारतीयडाळीआणिधान्यउद्योगवव्यापारजागणतकस्तरावरीलस्पधेतणटकूनरा ण्याससक्षमबनावा, 

व ेधे्ययसाध्यकरतानाभारताच्याअन्नवपोषिसुरके्षला ीबळणमळावे ेआयपीजीएचेलक्ष्यआ े. 

आयपीजीएस्थाणनककृषी- व्यापारके्षत्रामधे्यनेतृत्वाचीभूणमकासाकारण्याचीव  

भारतीयबाजारपेठेतस भागीघटकांमधे्यतसेचभारतवत्यांच्यापरदेशातीलस का-

यांमधे्यसुदृढनातेसंबंधांचीजोपासनाकरण्यासाठीजागणतकस्तरावरअणधकसणक्यभूणमकाणनभावण्याचीजबाबदारीआ

यपीजीएनेआपल्याणशरावरघेतलीआ े. 
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आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेजसिरीजचाभागम्हणूनदेशीआसणकाबुलीचण्ाांवरवेसबनारचेआयो

जन 

·         डॉ. एन. पी. णसंग, संचालक- इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचचम्हितातकी, 

काबुलीचण्यांनीभारतातीलडाळीचं्याक्ांतीलाप्रत्यक्षातआििेशक्यझालेअसूनडाळीबंाबतभारतजवळपासस्वयंपूिच

झालाआ े 

·         श्री. सुनीलकुमारणसंग- अणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालक, नाफेडम्हिालेकी, 

काबुलीचिेउत्पादनआणिवापराच्यासंदभाचतमध्यवतीस्थानपटकावतील 

·         श्री. जी. चंद्रशेखर, अथचतज्ञआणिकृषीउद्योगतज्ञम्हिालेकी, 

जागणतकचण्यांच्याव्यासपीठावरऑस्ट्र ेणलयाआणिरणशयायांच्यादरम्यानएकआश्चयचकारकस्पधाचणनमाचिझालीआ े 

इंणडयापले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसएशन 

(आयपीजीए) याभारतातीलकडधान्यांच्याव्यापारआणिउद्योगातीलणशखरसंस्थेने देशीआणिकाबुलीचण्यांबाबतनॉले

जणसरीजवेणबनारचे आयोजनकेले ोते. त्यात२५देशांमधील८५०पेक्षाअणधकलोकस भागीझाले ोते. 

यावेणबनारमधे्यकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादन, भारतआणिइतरमोठ्याप्रदेशांतीलउत्पादन, नाफेडचीखरेदी, 

साठविुकीचीआणिणवक्ीचीधोरिे, चण्याचेपीएमजीकेवाययोजनेअंतगचतमोफतणवतरिाचेपररिाम, 

काबुलीचण्यांच्याजागणतकआणिभारतीयणकमतीचंादृष्टीकोन, चण्याचीणनयाचतआणिमागिीचेस्वरूप, 

भारताचेआयातधोरिआणिदरपत्रक, काबुलीचिा- उत्पादनआणिणनयाचतइत्यादीणवषयांवरचचाचकरण्यातआली. 

 

याचचाचसत्रातस भागीझालेल्याणदग्गजवक्त्ांमधे्यउद्योगातीलआघाडीचेमान्यवरआणियाके्षत्रांतीलतज्ञ ोते. 

त्यातआंतरराष्टर ीयवके्तजसेडॉ. एन. पी. णसंग, संचालक, इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचच, श्री. 

सुनीलकुमारणसंग- अणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालक, नाफेड, श्री. गौरवबगडाई- प्रवतचक, जीपीएग्री, श्री. 

संजीवदुबे- संचालक, गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., ऑस्ट्र ेणलया, श्री. जयेशपटेल- समू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्य, 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएई, श्री. केमबोगुसोगू्ल- जागणतकप्रमुख- पले्ससटर ेणडंग, जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईआणि श्री. 

नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा- संचालक, श्रीशीलाइंटरनॅशनल, इंणडयाइत्यादीचंासमावेश ोता. यावेणबनारचेसूत्रसंचालन श्री. जी. 

चंद्रशेखर, ख्यातनामअथचतज्ञ, जे्यष्ठसंपादक, धोरिप्रवके्तआणिकृषीव्यवसायतज्ञयांनीकेले.  
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आयपीजीएचेउपाध्यक्षश्री. 

णवमलकोठारी यांनीआपल्याप्रस्तावनेतसांणगतलेकी, ”अलीकडेचअंमलातआलेल्याकृषीबाजारपेठसुधारिांमधूनसवच

कृषीउत्पादनमूल्यसाखळीस भागीमंधे्यउत्सा आिलाआ े. 

कंत्राटीशेतीलाप्रोत्सा नदेिे,एपीएमसीबरोबरचखासगीबाजारपेठांचाणवकास, 

ईसीकायदादुरूस्तीयांच्याबाबतसरकारच्याप्रगतीशीलपावलांमुळेशेतकरीतसेचव्यापारआणिउद्योगांचाउत्सा वाढी

सलागेल. आताआयपीजीएअणधकाणधकउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, मूल्यवधचन, 

वापरआणिव्यापारयांच्याबाबतमोठेलक्ष्यठेवूनकामकरतआ े. 

आमचेलक्षभारतीयकडधाने्यजागणतकपातळीवरस्पधाचत्मकबनवण्यासाठीआमच्याउपक्मांनाअणधकशन्स्टक्तशालीब

नवण्याचेआ े, जेिेकरूनभारतीयकडधाने्यजगभरातस्पधाचत्मक ोतील.” 

इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचचचेसंचालकडॉ. एन. पी. 

णसंग मागीलका ीकालावधीतचण्यांच्यापररन्स्टस्थतीतीलबदलाबाबतसांगतानाम्हिालेकी, उत्तमतंत्रज्ञानणवकास, 

दजेदारणबयाण्यांचीवाढीवउपलब्धताआणित्याचबरोबरसुयोग्यसरकारीधोरिेयांच्यामुळेदेशातचण्यांचीक्ांतीघडून

आलीआ े. वषच२००५-२००६मधीलउत्पादन५.६०दशलक्षमेणटरकटनांवरून (एमएमटी) 

(प्रणत ेक्टर८१०णकलोउत्पादन)पासूनयावषीते१०.९०एमएमटीवरयेऊन ेउत्पादनप्रणत ेक्टर१,०६७णकलोगॅ्रम झाले

असल्याच्याबाबीवरून ेणदसूनयेते. 

भारतातीलकडधान्याच्याक्ांतीतचण्यांनीएकम त्त्वाचीभूणमकाबजावलीअसूनभारतकडधान्यांबाबतजवळपासस्वयं

पूिचझालाआ े.” 

डॉ. एन. पी. णसंगपुढेम्हिालेकी, “उत्तम वामानाचीपररन्स्टस्थतीआणिवाढीवएमएसपीमुळे, तूर, 

उडीदआणिमूगयांच्यायावषाचतीलखरीपणपकाच्याउत्पादनात२०टक्कक्यांनीवाढझालीआ ेआणित्यामुळेचण्यांच्याएकरे

जमधे्यथोडीशीघट ोण्याचीशक्यताआ े. आमचाणवश्वासआ ेकी, कडधान्यांचीमागिीआगामीकाळातवाढिारआ े. 

सध्याचीमागिी२८एमएमटीअसूनउत्पादनसध्या२४एमएमटीआ ेआणि२एमएमटीच्याबफरसाठाअसताना ीआम्हा

लाजािवलेकी, पुढीलवषच२.५०एमएमटीते५एमएमटीपयंततुटवडाजािवूशकतो.’ 

नाफेडचेअणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालकश्री. 

सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी,“देशीचिेउत्पादनआणिवापराच्याबाबतीतकें द्रस्थानीयेतील. 

नाफेडकडेपुढील ंगामातजातअसतानाचण्यांचाशून्यसाठाअसेल. 

आम्हीमागीलतीनवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरदेशीचण्यांचासाठाघेतलाआ ेआणिआमच्याकडेएकूि३.५५एमएमटीचासा

ठाआ े. त्यातील१.५०एमएमटीचेणवतरिपीएमजीकेएवायकायचक्माअंतगचतकेलेजाईल, 

सुमारे३०टके्कसंस्थात्मकपुरवठ्यासाठीजाईलआणिउवचररतसाठाखुल्याबाजारपेठेतजाईल. 



  

 

सरकारच्याअलीकडीलधोरिणनिचयांमुळेबाजारालास्थैयचयेिारआ े. तीनमण न्यांपूवीप्रणतन्स्टवंटल३८००/- ते४०००/- 

रूपयेन्स्टवंटललाणवकतअसलेलाचिासध्यानाफेडप्रणतन्स्टवंटल४३५०/- ते४५००/- रूपयेन्स्टवंटलनेणवकतआ े.’ 

नाफेडसोबतसध्याच्याकडधान्यांच्यासाठ्याबाबतस भागीनंामाण तीदेतानाश्री. सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी, 

आपल्याकडेसध्या१.८४लाखमेणटरकटनमूग, २.७३लाखमेणटरकटनउडीद, 

८लाखमेणटरकटनतूरआणि१७,०००मेणटरकटनमसूरसाठाआ े. 

देशीचण्याबाबतदेशांतगचतदृष्टीकोनासंदभाचतसांगतानाजीपीएग्रीचेप्रवतचकश्री. 

गौरवबागडाईम्हिालेकी, “देशीचण्यांचीलागवडणवक्मीम्हिजे१०७लाख ेक्टरवरझाली ोती. परंतु, 

अवकाळीपाऊसआणिकोणवडच्याजागणतकसाथीमुळेउत्पादनातघटझाली. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

देशांतगचत ंगामीमागिी११टक्कक्यांनीवाढेलआणित्याचेकारिप्रामुख्यानेपीएमजीकेएवायचाणवस्तारवघरगुतीवापराती

लवाढ ेआ े. 

सध्याच्याणकमतीएमएसपीपेक्षाकमीअसल्यातरीएकूिचमागिीचीन्स्टस्थतीपा तादेशांतगचतबाजारपेठेतीलकमतीसप्टेंब

र-ऑक्टोबर२०२०पयंतएमएसपीच्याजवळपासजातीलअसाअंदाजआ े.” 

 

गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., ऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचेसंचालकश्री. 

संजीवदुबेम्हिालेकी, “भारतानंतरदेशीचण्याच्यासवाचणधकउत्पादनातऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचाजगातदुसराक्मांकलागतो. 

सलगदोनवषेदुष्काळपडल्यानंतरयंदाच्यावषी वामाचीन्स्टस्थतीचांगलीआ ेआणिआम्हालासुमारे७५०,०००ते८००,००

०टनचण्याचेउत्पादन ोईलअशीअपेक्षाआ े. तथाणप, 

मागीलअनेकवषांमधे्यअनुभवलेल्यापररन्स्टस्थतीनुसारसुगीच्याकालावधीतगारणपटीचीशक्यताअसतेआणित्यामुळेणप

काचेका ीप्रमािातनुकसान ोऊशकते. 

तथाणप, उत्पादनन्स्टस्थरराण लेआणिभारतानेआयातकेलीना ीतरपाणकस्तान, बांग्लादेश, 

यूएईवनेपाळएवढ्यामोठ्याप्रमािावरएकणत्रतउत्पादनखरेदीकरूशकतनसल्यामुळेणनयाचतीपेक्षाअणतररक्तउत्पादन

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातराहूशकते. 

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातीलउत्पादकांनीआतापयंत५ते१०टके्कअपेणक्षतपीकणवकलेआ ेआणित्यांच्यावरणवक्ीचातािआ े. 

परंतुतेणकमतीबाबततगधरूशकतातआणिचांगलीणकंमतणमळालीना ीतरतेउत्पादनराखून ीठेवूशकतात. 

सध्याच्याणकमती४७५यूएसडीते५००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ ेत. त्याआमच्यामतेयापेक्षाखालीत्याजािारना ीत. 

परंतु, बरेचसेभारतीयबाजारपेठेवरआणिआयातशुल्कास तेणकतीणकमतीवरस्वीकारतीलयावरअवलंबूनआ े.” 



  

 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएईचेसमू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्यश्री. 

जयेशपटेलयांनीपूवचआणिकनबाजारपेठेबाबतसांणगतलेकी, “आणिकेतीलचण्याचेउत्पादन४.१०टके्कसीएजीआरने

वाढतआ े. 

भारतीयसरकारनेपीजनपीजच्याआयातीवंरलादलेल्याणनबंधांचातसेचचण्यांच्याआयातीवरकोिता ीणनबंधना ीआ

णिएलडीसीराष्टरम्हिूनजवळपासशून्यआयातशुल्कयांचाणवचारकरतापीजनपीजच्याअनेकउत्पादकशेतकऱयांनीच

ण्यांचेउत्पादनकरण्याचाणनिचयघेतलाआ े. 

पूवचआणिकेकडूनएकूिकडधान्यांचीणनयाचत१.५०एमएमटीअसूनत्यातकाबुलीचण्यांचीणनयाचत३००,०००ते४००,०००ए

मटीआ े. आणिकनचण्यांचीसध्याचीणकंमत५८०अमेररकनडॉलसचते६००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ े.” 

श्री. नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा, संचालक, श्रीशीलाइंटरनॅशनलम्हिालेकी, “णवणवधप्रकारच्यापांढरेचण्यांच्याणवणवधजाती, 

काबुलीचण्यांस एकूिउपलब्धतापा ताती२०२०साठीसुमारे५८१,०००एमटीआ ेआणिएकूिवापरणनयाचतीसाठीसु

मारे११५,०००एमटीआणिभारतभरातीलदेशांतगचतवापरासाठी२६५,०००एमटीआ े, 

जेमागीलवषी४२०,०००एमटी ोते. 

जानेवारी२०२१च्याशेवटापयंतआमच्याकडे१५५,०००एमटीइतकासाठाअसेलजोसंपूिचभारताच्यातुलनेतखूपकमीआ

 े. 

भारतात ॉपेकाके्षत्र ेप्रामुख्यानेपांढऱयाचण्यांचावापरकरिारेआ ेआणियेथीलघरगुतीवापरकायमचमयाचणदतआ े. 

तथाणप,  ेके्षत्रकोणवडच्यासाथीमुळेबंदअसल्यामुळेयेथीलवापरातप्रचंडघटझालीआ े. 

थेटअन्नम्हिूनवापरण्यासाठीकाबुलीचण्यांची२०२०मधीलभारतीयआयात४४टके्कआयातशुल्कामुळेजवळपासनग

ण्यअसेल, परंतुघरगुतीवापरअतं्यतकाळजीचाणवषयआ े. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

लॉकडाऊनचेणनकषणशणथलकरतअसताना ोसेकाके्षत्रातीलघरगुतीवापरवाढूलागल्यावरमागिीवणकमती ीवाढूलाग

तीलआणित्याचाथेटप्रभावजानेवारी२०२१मधे्य१५५,०००एमटीवरपडेल. 

आम्हालाप्रोसेसकेलेल्याकागोच्याणकमती४२-४४एओ (१२एमएम) ऑक्टोबर-णडसेंबर२०२०पयंत८०/- 

रूपयेअसतीलअशीअपेक्षाआ ेआणित्याचेकारिलॉकडाऊनमधीलणशणथलताआणि ोसेकाके्षत्राचीसंपूिचपिेसुरूवा

त ेअसेल.” 

जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईचेपले्ससटर ेणडंगचेजागणतकप्रमुखश्री. 

सेमबोगुसोगलू रणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांचापुरवठाआणिमागिीच्यान्स्टस्थतीबाबतबोलतानाम्हिालेकी,”जागणतककाबुली

चण्यांच्याके्षत्रातरणशयानेनुकताचप्रवेशकेलाआ े. 

त्यांनीकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादनवषच२००४मध्येसुमारे५०००मेणटरकटनांपासूनसुरूकेले. 

तेमागीलका ीवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरवाढलेअसूनयावषी४००,०००मेणटरकटनांपयंतगेलेआ े. तथाणप, 

रणशयनशेतकऱयांचीराखूनठेवण्याचीक्षमताचांगलीआ ेआणितेदोनवषांपेक्षाअणधककाळसाठाराखूनठेवूशकतात. 

त्यामुळेणकंमतचांगलीनसेलतरतेणवकिारना ीत. 



  

 

मागीलवषीरणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांच्याणकमती३७०ते३८०यूएसडीच्याघरात ोत्या. 

परंतुयावषीणकमती४००यूएसडीपेक्षाअणधकअसतील.” 

वेणबनारचेसंयोजकश्री. जी. 

चंद्रशेखरयांनी आपल्याशेवटच्याभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, ”आंतरराष्टर ीयपातळीवरआपल्यालाएकअतं्यतस्वारस्यपूिच

न्स्टस्थतीणदसतअसूनऑस्ट्र ेणलयाआणिरणशयायांच्यादरम्यानमोठीस्पधाचलागल्याचेणदसते. 

यादोन्हीदेशांनीणपकेचांगलीघेतलीअसूनत्यांच्याणकमतीतफक्त१००यूएसडीचाफरकआ े. 

यादोघांकडे ीचांगलेशेतकरीआ ेतआणितेकमीणकमतीबंाबतथांबूशकतातआणिदीघचकाळसाठारोखूशकतात. 

तथाणप, ऑस्ट्र ेणलयनशेतकरीदोनवषांच्यादुष्काळातूनबा ेरयेतअसूनत्यांनापैशांचीगरजआ े. 

त्यामुळेएकूिपररन्स्टस्थतीकशीअसेल ेपा िेस्वारस्यपूिचअसेल.” 

आयजीपीएचेमा. सणचवश्री. 

सुनीलसावलायांनीआपल्यासारांशरूपीभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, ” ावेणबनारयाटप्प्यावरअतं्यतसुसंगत ोता. 

त्याचेकारिम्हिजेसध्याचीबाजारातीलन्स्टस्थतीसमजूनघेिेचना ीतरदेशीचिेआणिकाबुलीचिेयांच्यास्थाणनकबाजार

पेठेतीलणकमती ीसमजूनघेिे ीअतं्यतम त्त्वाचे ोते. 

त्यातीलएकम त्त्वाचेम्हिजेणपवळ्याचण्यांचीजवळपासनसलेलीउपलब्धता ोय.चण्याचेमोठ्याप्रमािावरउत्पादनके

ल्यामुळेत्याचेपोषि, 

शेतकऱयांसाठीचांगलीणकंमतदेिेआणिउत्पादनालाचालनादेतअसतानाकडधान्याबाबतभारतालाआत्मणनभचरबनव

ण्यासाठीआिखीएकपाऊलपुढेटाकिेअसेणत ेरीफायदे ोतील.’ 

आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेजणसरीजमधीलपुढीलवेणबनारचेआयोजन११सप्टेंबर२०२०रोजीलेंणटल्स (मसूर) 

याणवषयावरआयोणजतकेलाजाईलआणिलवकरचयावेणबनारच्याउपन्स्टस्थतीसाठीनोदंिीसुरूकरण्यातयेईल 

आयपीजीएसवषयी : 

भारतातीलडाळीआणिधान्यव्यापारवततं्सबंधीउद्योगांचीमध्यवतीसंस्थाअसलेल्याइंणडयानपले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसए

शनचे (आयपीजीए) ४००हूनअणधकथेटवअप्रत्यक्षसभासदआ ेत, ज्यांतव्यक्ती, 

कॉपोरेट्सतसेचस्थाणनकडाळव्यापारीआणिप्रोसेससचच्यासंघटनांचासमावेशआ े. 

यासदस्यांच्यामाध्यमातून ीसंघटनाडाळीचेंउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, 

धान्यसाठविूकआणिआयातउद्योगअशासंपूिचमूल्यसाखळीचाभागअसलेल्या१०,०००लाभाथींशीजोडलीगेलीआ े 

भारतीयडाळीआसणधान्यउद्योगवव्यापारजागसतकस्तरावरीलस्पधेतसिकूनराहण्ाििक्षमबनावा, 

वहेधे्ययिाध्यकरतानाभारताच्याअन्नवपोषणिुरके्षलाहीबळसमळावेहेआयपीजीएचेलक्ष्यआहे. 

आयपीजीएस्थासनककृषी- 

व्यापारके्षत्रामधे्यनेतृत्वाचीभूसमकािाकारण्ाचीव भारतीयबाजारपेठेतिहभागीघिकाांमधे्यतिेचभारतव

त्ाांच्यापरदेशातीलिहका-



  

 

याांमधे्यिुदृढनातेिांबांधाांचीजोपािनाकरण्ािाठीजागसतकस्तरावरअसधकिसियभूसमकासनभावण्ाचीज

बाबदारीआयपीजीएनेआपल्यासशरावरघेतलीआहे. 
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आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेजसिरीजचाभागम्हणूनदेशीआसणकाबुलीचण्ाांवरवेसबनारचेआयोजन 

स्थैयय, मुांबई, २० : इंणडयापले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसएशन (आयपीजीए) 

याभारतातीलकडधान्यांच्याव्यापारआणिउद्योगातीलणशखरसं

स्थेनेदेशीआणिकाबुलीचण्यांबाबतनॉलेजणसरीजवेणबनारचेआ

योजनकेले ोते. 

त्यात२५देशांमधील८५०पेक्षाअणधकलोकस भागीझाले ोते. 

यावेणबनारमधे्यकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादन, 

भारतआणिइतरमोठ्याप्रदेशांतीलउत्पादन, नाफेडचीखरेदी, 

साठविुकीचीआणिणवक्ीचीधोरिे, 

चण्याचेपीएमजीकेवाययोजनेअंतगचतमोफतणवतरिाचेपररिाम, 

काबुलीचण्यांच्याजागणतकआणिभारतीयणकमतीचंादृष्टीकोन, चण्याचीणनयाचतआणिमागिीचेस्वरूप, 

भारताचेआयातधोरिआणिदरपत्रक, काबुलीचिा- उत्पादनआणिणनयाचतइत्यादीणवषयांवरचचाचकरण्यातआली. 

 

याचचाचसत्रातस भागीझालेल्याणदग्गजवक्त्ांमधे्यउद्योगातीलआघाडीचेमान्यवरआणियाके्षत्रांतीलतज्ञ ोते. 

त्यातआंतरराष्टर ीयवके्तजसेडॉ. एन. पी. णसंग, संचालक, इंणडयनइन्स्टिटू्यटऑफपले्ससररसचच, सुनीलकुमारणसंग- 

अणतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयसंचालक, नाफेड, गौरवबगडाई- प्रवतचक, जीपीएग्री, संजीवदुबे- संचालक, गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., 

ऑस्ट्र ेणलया, जयेशपटेल- समू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्य, बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएई, केमबोगुसोगू्ल- 

जागणतकप्रमुख- पले्ससटर े णडंग, जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईआणिनवनीतणसंगछाब्रा- संचालक, शीलाइंटरनॅशनल, 

इंणडयाइत्यादीचंासमावेश ोता. यावेणबनारचेसूत्रसंचालन जी. चंद्रशेखर, ख्यातनामअथचतज्ञ, जे्यष्ठसंपादक, 

धोरिप्रवके्तआणिकृषीव्यवसायतज्ञयांनीकेले.  

 

आयपीजीएचेउपाध्यक्षसवमलकोठारीयाांनी आपल्याप्रस्तावनेतसांणगतलेकी, 

''अलीकडेचअंमलातआलेल्याकृषीबाजारपेठसुधारिांमधूनसवचकृषीउत्पादनमूल्यसाखळीस भागीमंधे्यउत्सा आ

िलाआ े. कंत्राटीशेतीलाप्रोत्सा नदेिे,एपीएमसीबरोबरचखासगीबाजारपेठांचाणवकास, 

ईसीकायदादुरूस्तीयांच्याबाबतसरकारच्याप्रगतीशीलपावलांमुळेशेतकरीतसेचव्यापारआणिउद्योगांचाउत्सा वाढी

सलागेल. आताआयपीजीएअणधकाणधकउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, मूल्यवधचन, 

वापरआणिव्यापारयांच्याबाबतमोठेलक्ष्यठेवूनकामकरतआ े. 

आमचेलक्षभारतीयकडधाने्यजागणतकपातळीवरस्पधाचत्मकबनवण्यासाठीआमच्याउपक्मांनाअणधकशन्स्टक्तशालीब

नवण्याचेआ े, जेिेकरूनभारतीयकडधाने्यजगभरातस्पधाचत्मक ोतील.'' 

 

https://www.sthairya.com/2020/08/IPGA-organizes-webinars-on-native-and-chickpeas-as-part-of-IPGA-Knowledge-Series.html
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इांसडयनइन्स्टिटू्यिऑफपले्सिररिचयचेिांचालकडॉ. एन. पी. 

सिांग मागीलका ीकालावधीतचण्यांच्यापररन्स्टस्थतीतीलबदलाबाबतसांगतानाम्हिालेकी, उत्तमतंत्रज्ञानणवकास, 

दजेदारणबयाण्यांचीवाढीवउपलब्धताआणित्याचबरोबरसुयोग्यसरकारीधोरिेयांच्यामुळेदेशातचण्यांचीक्ांतीघडून

आलीआ े. वषच२००५-२००६मधीलउत्पादन५.६०दशलक्षमेणटरकटनांवरून (एमएमटी) 

(प्रणत ेक्टर८१०णकलोउत्पादन)पासूनयावषीते१०.९०एमएमटीवरयेऊन ेउत्पादनप्रणत ेक्टर१,०६७णकलोगॅ्रमझालेअ

सल्याच्याबाबीवरून ेणदसूनयेते. 

भारतातीलकडधान्याच्याक्ांतीतचण्यांनीएकम त्त्वाचीभूणमकाबजावलीअसूनभारतकडधान्यांबाबतजवळपासस्वयं

पूिचझालाआ े.'' 

 

डॉ. एन. पी. णसंगपुढेम्हिालेकी, “उत्तम वामानाचीपररन्स्टस्थतीआणिवाढीवएमएसपीमुळे, तूर, 

उडीदआणिमूगयांच्यायावषाचतीलखरीपणपकाच्याउत्पादनात२०टक्कक्यांनीवाढझालीआ ेआणित्यामुळेचण्यांच्याएकरे

जमधे्यथोडीशीघट ोण्याचीशक्यताआ े. आमचाणवश्वासआ ेकी, कडधान्यांचीमागिीआगामीकाळातवाढिारआ े. 

सध्याचीमागिी२८एमएमटीअसूनउत्पादनसध्या२४एमएमटीआ ेआणि२एमएमटीच्याबफरसाठाअसताना ीआम्हा

लाजािवलेकी, पुढीलवषच२.५०एमएमटीते५एमएमटीपयंततुटवडाजािवूशकतो.'' 

 

नाफेडचेअसतररक्तव्यवस्थापकीयिांचालकिुनीलकुमारसिांग म्हिालेकी,“देशीचिेउत्पादनआणिवापराच्याबा

बतीतकें द्रस्थानीयेतील. नाफेडकडेपुढील ंगामातजातअसतानाचण्यांचाशून्यसाठाअसेल. 

आम्हीमागीलतीनवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरदेशीचण्यांचासाठाघेतलाआ ेआणिआमच्याकडेएकूि३.५५एमएमटीचासा

ठाआ े. त्यातील१.५०एमएमटीचेणवतरिपीएमजीकेएवायकायचक्माअंतगचतकेलेजाईल, 

सुमारे३०टके्कसंस्थात्मकपुरवठ्यासाठीजाईलआणिउवचररतसाठाखुल्याबाजारपेठेतजाईल. 

सरकारच्याअलीकडीलधोरिणनिचयांमुळेबाजारालास्थैयचयेिारआ े. तीनमण न्यांपूवीप्रणतन्स्टवंटल३८००/- ते४०००/- 

रूपयेन्स्टवंटललाणवकतअसलेलाचिासध्यानाफेडप्रणतन्स्टवंटल४३५०/- ते४५००/- रूपयेन्स्टवंटलनेणवकतआ े.'' 

 

नाफेडसोबतसध्याच्याकडधान्यांच्यासाठ्याबाबतस भागीनंामाण तीदेतानाश्री. सुनीलकुमारणसंगम्हिालेकी, 

आपल्याकडेसध्या१.८४लाखमेणटरकटनमूग, २.७३लाखमेणटरकटनउडीद, 

८लाखमेणटरकटनतूरआणि१७,०००मेणटरकटनमसूरसाठाआ े. 

 

देशीचण्याबाबतदेशांतगचतदृष्टीकोनासंदभाचतसांगतानाजीपीएग्रीचेप्रवतचकश्री. गौरवबागडाईम्हिालेकी, 

“देशीचण्यांचीलागवडणवक्मीम्हिजे१०७लाख ेक्टरवरझाली ोती. परंतु, 

अवकाळीपाऊसआणिकोणवडच्याजागणतकसाथीमुळेउत्पादनातघटझाली. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

देशांतगचत ंगामीमागिी११टक्कक्यांनीवाढेलआणित्याचेकारिप्रामुख्यानेपीएमजीकेएवायचाणवस्तारवघरगुतीवापराती

लवाढ ेआ े. 



  

 

सध्याच्याणकमतीएमएसपीपेक्षाकमीअसल्यातरीएकूिचमागिीचीन्स्टस्थतीपा तादेशांतगचतबाजारपेठेतीलकमतीसप्टेंब

र-ऑक्टोबर२०२०पयंतएमएसपीच्याजवळपासजातीलअसाअंदाजआ े.'' 

 

गे्रनटर ेंडप्रा. णल., ऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचेसंचालकसंजीवदुबेम्हिालेकी, 

“भारतानंतरदेशीचण्याच्यासवाचणधकउत्पादनातऑस्ट्र ेणलयाचाजगातदुसराक्मांकलागतो. 

सलगदोनवषेदुष्काळपडल्यानंतरयंदाच्यावषी वामाचीन्स्टस्थतीचांगलीआ ेआणिआम्हालासुमारे७५०,०००ते८००,००

०टनचण्याचेउत्पादन ोईलअशीअपेक्षाआ े. तथाणप, 

मागीलअनेकवषांमधे्यअनुभवलेल्यापररन्स्टस्थतीनुसारसुगीच्याकालावधीतगारणपटीचीशक्यताअसतेआणित्यामुळेणप

काचेका ीप्रमािातनुकसान ोऊशकते. तथाणप, उत्पादनन्स्टस्थरराण लेआणिभारतानेआयातकेलीना ीतरपाणकस्तान, 

बांग्लादेश, 

यूएईवनेपाळएवढ्यामोठ्याप्रमािावरएकणत्रतउत्पादनखरेदीकरूशकतनसल्यामुळेणनयाचतीपेक्षाअणतररक्तउत्पादन

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातराहूशकते. 

ऑस्ट्र ेणलयातीलउत्पादकांनीआतापयंत५ते१०टके्कअपेणक्षतपीकणवकलेआ ेआणित्यांच्यावरणवक्ीचातािआ े. 

परंतुतेणकमतीबाबततगधरूशकतातआणिचांगलीणकंमतणमळालीना ीतरतेउत्पादनराखून ीठेवूशकतात. 

सध्याच्याणकमती४७५यूएसडीते५००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ ेत. त्याआमच्यामतेयापेक्षाखालीत्याजािारना ीत. 

परंतु, बरेचसेभारतीयबाजारपेठेवरआणिआयातशुल्कास तेणकतीणकमतीवरस्वीकारतीलयावरअवलंबूनआ े.'' 

 

बजरंगइंटरनॅशनलगु्रप, यूएईचेसमू सीईओआणिकायचकारीसदस्यश्री. 

जयेशपटेलयांनीपूवचआणिकनबाजारपेठेबाबतसांणगतलेकी, 

“आणिकेतीलचण्याचेउत्पादन४.१०टके्कसीएजीआरनेवाढतआ े. 

भारतीयसरकारनेपीजनपीजच्याआयातीवंरलादलेल्याणनबंधांचातसेचचण्यांच्याआयातीवरकोिता ीणनबंधना ीआ

णिएलडीसीराष्टरम्हिूनजवळपासशून्यआयातशुल्कयांचाणवचारकरतापीजनपीजच्याअनेकउत्पादकशेतकऱयांनीच

ण्यांचेउत्पादनकरण्याचाणनिचयघेतलाआ े. 

पूवचआणिकेकडूनएकूिकडधान्यांचीणनयाचत१.५०एमएमटीअसूनत्यातकाबुलीचण्यांचीणनयाचत३००,०००ते४००,०००ए

मटीआ े. आणिकनचण्यांचीसध्याचीणकंमत५८०अमेररकनडॉलसचते६००यूएसडीच्यादरम्यानआ े.'' 

 

नवनीतणसंगछाब्रा, संचालक, शीलाइंटरनॅशनलम्हिालेकी, “णवणवधप्रकारच्यापांढरेचण्यांच्याणवणवधजाती, 

काबुलीचण्यांस एकूिउपलब्धतापा ताती२०२०साठीसुमारे५८१,०००एमटीआ ेआणिएकूिवापरणनयाचतीसाठीसु

मारे११५,०००एमटीआणिभारतभरातीलदेशांतगचतवापरासाठी२६५,०००एमटीआ े, 

जेमागीलवषी४२०,०००एमटी ोते. 

जानेवारी२०२१च्याशेवटापयंतआमच्याकडे१५५,०००एमटीइतकासाठाअसेलजोसंपूिचभारताच्यातुलनेतखूपकमीआ

 े. 

भारतात ॉपेकाके्षत्र ेप्रामुख्यानेपांढऱयाचण्यांचावापरकरिारेआ ेआणियेथीलघरगुतीवापरकायमचमयाचणदतआ े. 



  

 

तथाणप,  ेके्षत्रकोणवडच्यासाथीमुळेबंदअसल्यामुळेयेथीलवापरातप्रचंडघटझालीआ े. 

थेटअन्नम्हिूनवापरण्यासाठीकाबुलीचण्यांची२०२०मधीलभारतीयआयात४४टके्कआयातशुल्कामुळेजवळपासनग

ण्यअसेल, परंतुघरगुतीवापरअतं्यतकाळजीचाणवषयआ े. आम्हालाअपेक्षाआ ेकी, 

लॉकडाऊनचेणनकषणशणथलकरतअसताना ोसेकाके्षत्रातीलघरगुतीवापरवाढूलागल्यावरमागिीवणकमती ीवाढूलाग

तीलआणित्याचाथेटप्रभावजानेवारी२०२१मधे्य१५५,०००एमटीवरपडेल. 

आम्हालाप्रोसेसकेलेल्याकागोच्याणकमती४२-४४एओ (१२एमएम) ऑक्टोबर-णडसेंबर२०२०पयंत८०/- 

रूपयेअसतीलअशीअपेक्षाआ ेआणित्याचेकारिलॉकडाऊनमधीलणशणथलताआणि ोसेकाके्षत्राचीसंपूिचपिेसुरूवा

त ेअसेल.'' 

 

जीपीग्लोबलगु्रप, यूएईचेपले्ससटर ेणडंगचेजागणतकप्रमुखश्री. 

सेमबोगुसोगलूरणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांचापुरवठाआणिमागिीच्यान्स्टस्थतीबाबतबोलतानाम्हिालेकी,''जागणतककाबुली

चण्यांच्याके्षत्रातरणशयानेनुकताचप्रवेशकेलाआ े. 

त्यांनीकाबुलीचण्यांचेउत्पादनवषच२००४मध्येसुमारे५०००मेणटरकटनांपासूनसुरूकेले. 

तेमागीलका ीवषांतमोठ्याप्रमािावरवाढलेअसूनयावषी४००,०००मेणटरकटनांपयंतगेलेआ े. तथाणप, 

रणशयनशेतकऱयांचीराखूनठेवण्याचीक्षमताचांगलीआ ेआणितेदोनवषांपेक्षाअणधककाळसाठाराखूनठेवूशकतात. 

त्यामुळेणकंमतचांगलीनसेलतरतेणवकिारना ीत. 

मागीलवषीरणशयनकाबुलीचण्यांच्याणकमती३७०ते३८०यूएसडीच्याघरात ोत्या. 

परंतुयावषीणकमती४००यूएसडीपेक्षाअणधकअसतील.'' 

 

वेणबनारचेसंयोजकजी. चंद्रशेखरयांनीआपल्याशेवटच्याभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, 

''आंतरराष्टर ीयपातळीवरआपल्यालाएकअतं्यतस्वारस्यपूिचन्स्टस्थतीणदसतअसूनऑस्ट्र ेणलयाआणिरणशयायांच्यादरम्यान

मोठीस्पधाचलागल्याचेणदसते. 

यादोन्हीदेशांनीणपकेचांगलीघेतलीअसूनत्यांच्याणकमतीतफक्त१००यूएसडीचाफरकआ े. 

यादोघांकडे ीचांगलेशेतकरीआ ेतआणितेकमीणकमतीबंाबतथांबूशकतातआणिदीघचकाळसाठारोखूशकतात. 

तथाणप, ऑस्ट्र ेणलयनशेतकरीदोनवषांच्यादुष्काळातूनबा ेरयेतअसूनत्यांनापैशांचीगरजआ े. 

त्यामुळेएकूिपररन्स्टस्थतीकशीअसेल ेपा िेस्वारस्यपूिचअसेल.'' 

 

आयजीपीएचेसणचवसुनीलसावलायांनीआपल्यासारांशरूपीभाषिातसांणगतलेकी, 

'' ावेणबनारयाटप्प्यावरअतं्यतसुसंगत ोता. 

त्याचेकारिम्हिजेसध्याचीबाजारातीलन्स्टस्थतीसमजूनघेिेचना ीतरदेशीचिेआणिकाबुलीचिेयांच्यास्थाणनकबाजार

पेठेतीलणकमती ीसमजूनघेिे ीअतं्यतम त्त्वाचे ोते. 

त्यातीलएकम त्त्वाचेम्हिजेणपवळ्याचण्यांचीजवळपासनसलेलीउपलब्धता ोय.चण्याचेमोठ्याप्रमािावरउत्पादनके

ल्यामुळेत्याचेपोषि, 



  

 

शेतकऱयांसाठीचांगलीणकंमतदेिेआणिउत्पादनालाचालनादेतअसतानाकडधान्याबाबतभारतालाआत्मणनभचरबनव

ण्यासाठीआिखीएकपाऊलपुढेटाकिेअसेणत ेरीफायदे ोतील.'' 

 

आयपीजीएकडूनआयपीजीएनॉलेजणसरीजमधीलपुढीलवेणबनारचेआयोजन११सप्टेंबर२०२०रोजीलेंणटल्स (मसूर) 

याणवषयावरआयोणजतकेलाजाईलआणिलवकरचयावेणबनारच्याउपन्स्टस्थतीसाठीनोदंिीसुरूकरण्यातयेईल. 

 

आयपीजीएसवषयी : 

 

भारतातीलडाळीआणिधान्यव्यापारवततं्सबंधीउद्योगांचीमध्यवतीसंस्थाअसलेल्याइंणडयानपले्ससअँडगे्रन्सअसोणसए

शनचे (आयपीजीए) ४००हूनअणधकथेटवअप्रत्यक्षसभासदआ ेत, ज्यांतव्यक्ती, 

कॉपोरेट्सतसेचस्थाणनकडाळव्यापारीआणिप्रोसेससचच्यासंघटनांचासमावेशआ े. 

यासदस्यांच्यामाध्यमातून ीसंघटनाडाळीचेंउत्पादन, प्रणक्या, 

धान्यसाठविूकआणिआयातउद्योगअशासंपूिचमूल्यसाखळीचाभागअसलेल्या१०,०००लाभाथींशीजोडलीगेलीआ े. 

 

भारतीयडाळीआणिधान्यउद्योगवव्यापारजागणतकस्तरावरीलस्पधेतणटकूनरा ण्याससक्षमबनावा, 

व ेधे्ययसाध्यकरतानाभारताच्याअन्नवपोषिसुरके्षला ीबळणमळावे ेआयपीजीएचेलक्ष्यआ े. 

आयपीजीएस्थाणनककृषी- 

व्यापारके्षत्रामधे्यनेतृत्वाचीभूणमकासाकारण्याचीव भारतीयबाजारपेठेतस भागीघटकांमधे्यतसेचभारतवत्यांच्यापरदे

शातीलस का-

यांमधे्यसुदृढनातेसंबंधांचीजोपासनाकरण्यासाठीजागणतकस्तरावरअणधकसणक्यभूणमकाणनभावण्याचीजबाबदारीआ

यपीजीएनेआपल्याणशरावरघेतलीआ े. 
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